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Abstract 
This thesis considers the problem of single-period portfolio optimization under 
minimax risk measure with constraints. The problem is formulated as a bi-criteria 
piecewise linear program, where one criterion is to minimize the risk measure while 
, the other is to maximize the total expected return. This bi-criteria optimization 
problem is converted into an equivalent paiametric optimization problem with a 
single combined criterion. With this criterion, the optimal investment strategies with 
different constraints are derived analytically. The first problem considered is the 
portfolio selection with shorting allowed. Optimal portfolios are derived according 
to some simple ranking rules. Moreover, it is shown that the efficient frontier of this 
problem can also be traced out analytically. The second problem considered is 
portfolio selection with investment limits while short-selling is not allowed. At last, 
an empirical study is carried out using the real data from the Hong Kong Stock 
Market. In the empirical study, minimax measure is compared to other measures, 
such as mean-variance measure. 




此 篇 論 文 將 會 在 不 同 的 假 設 下 對 採 用 最 低 的 最 高 個 別 
資產風險測量法（ m i n i m a x risk m e a s u r e ) 作 爲 風 險 測 量 標 準 的 
單 週 期 性 投 資 組 合 之 優 化 問 題 （ s i n g l e - p e r i o d portfolio 
•• o p t i m i z a t i o n ) 作 出 分 析 。 我 們 首 先 將 這 個 問 題 轉 化 成 兩 個 
決策標準的逐段線性方程 ( b i - c r i t e r i a p i e c e w i s e linear program)，兩 
個 決 策 標 準 爲 在 考 慮 得 到 最 高 回 報 的 同 時 將 風 P 禽 減 至 
最 低 。 然 後 我 們 將 這 個 兩 個 決 策 標 準 合 倂 成 一 個 相 
等 的 參 數 化 單 一 決 策 標 準 ， 並 將 原 本 的 兩 個 決 策 標 準 
問 題 轉 化 成 參 數 化 單 一 決 策 標 準 之 優 化 問 題 （ p a r a m e t r i c 
optimization problem with a single combined c r i t e r i o n ) 。根據這單一決策 
原 則 ， 我 們 會 在 不 同 的 假 設 下 推 論 出 最 佳 的 投 資 策 略 
。 首 先 我 們 假 設 投 資 者 可 以 沽 空 任 何 投 資 工 具 。 在 這 
假 設 下 ， 我 們 發 現 能 依 據 一 些 簡 單 的 順 序 規 則 而 得 出 
最 佳 的 投 資 組 合 。 此 外 ， 我 們 更 推 論 出 描 槍 整 條 效 率 
前緣（efficient f r o n t i e r ) 的 方 法 。 其 次 ， 我 們 假 設 沽 空 是 不 
容 許 的 及 個 別 或 全 部 的 投 資 項 目 是 有 最 高 的 投 資 限 額 
(investment l i m i t ) � 最 後 我 們 會 用 香 港 股 票 市 場 的 資 料 進 行 
一 系 列 的 實 驗 ， 用 以 探 討 一 下 採 用 最 低 的 最 高 個 別 資 
產 風 險 測 量 法 的 投 資 組 合 的 表 現 。 
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The mean-variance portfolio optimization problem was originally proposed by 
Harry Markowitz [17,18] in 1950，s，where the variance of return, namely, an h 
function, was proposed as a criterion to measure the risk, which is to be minimized 
subject to a constraint on the average return. This problem was formulated as a 
quadratic programming problem. This portfolio optimization problem with the h 
risk measure, or the so-called mean-variance optimization problem, has become the 
foundation of modem finance theory; see Markowitz [19] and Elton and Gniber [6]. 
However, while the concept of return has a definite definition, the concept of risk is 
a rather subjective one. People may use different view to measure the risk. For 
example, Konno [12], and Konno and Yamazaki [13] proposed a mean absolute 
deviation function, namely an /! function, as a different measure of risk. This 
problem was formulated as a linear programming problem and can be solved 
numerically. In 1997，Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [1,2] proposed a minimax function, 
namely an L function, which is the maximum risk among all the assets to be 
invested, as another risk measure. 
In the study of Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [2], they formulated the problem as 
a bi-criteria problem, where one criterion is to minimize the risk and the other is 
to maximize the expected return. Then this bi-criteria problem was converted into an 
‘ equivalent parameterized problem with a single criterion. Under the assumption that 
shorting is not allowed, the optimal investment strategy is derived analytically. 
1 
Moreover, they have shown that the whole efficient frontier of the bi-criteria 
problem can be traced out analytically. Then, they carried out an empirical study to 
test the performance of the I � model compared with the mean-variance model. 
In this thesis, we will extend the study of Cai，Teo，Yang and Zhou [2]. 
Specifically, we are going to study the problem of portfolio optimization under 
minimax risk measure with different constraints. 
First, we will study the problem of portfolio optimization when short selling 
is allowed, using the same formulation as Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [2]. A simple 
optimal strategy is derived analytically based on the Kuhn-Tucker optimality 
conditions. Then we will show that the whole efficient frontier of the bi-criteria 
problem can also be traced out analytically. 
Second, we will study the problem where there is an investment limit for 
each asset and short selling is not allowed. Different from the first problem, the 
optimal solution of this problem cannot be found easily. We first base on the Kuhn-
Tucker optimality conditions to find out the properties of the optimal solution of this 
problem. Then based on these properties, an algorithm is derived to generate the 
optimal solution. 
Lastly, we carry out an extensive numerical study using the historical data 
from the Hong Kong Stock Market to practically evaluate the performance of the L 
risk measure model. We will evaluate them in different ways. For example, we will 
compare the performance of portfolios obtained under the mean-variance model, the 
/co risk measure model and the market portfolio when shorting is not allowed. 
‘ The organization of the rest of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we will 
have a literature review. In Chapter 3, we have a brief review of the minimax model. 
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In Chapter 4，we show the analytical result of the portfolio optimization under 
minimax risk measure with shorting. In Chapter 5，we consider the problem with 
investment limit and without short selling. In Chapter 6, a numerical analysis using 
the data from the Hong Kong Stock Market is reported. Finally, we have a 





In this Chapter, a brief literature review is given. 
As we mentioned in Chapter 1，in 1950's (1952，1959)，Harry Markowitz 
[17,18] proposed the mean-variance {h) model to solve the single-period portfolio 
optimization problem. This portfolio optimization problem has become the 
foundation of modem finance theory; See for example, Markowitz [19] and Elton 
and Gruber [6]. Since the concept of risk is quite subjective, so in 1990，s, Konno 
[12] and Konno and Yamazaki [13] proposed the mean absolute deviation function 
(/i) as the risk measure. It is also shown that when the return rate of each assets are 
multivariate normally distributed, the k and h risk measure are essentially the same. 
In 1997, Cai, Teo，Yang and Zhou [1,2] proposed the minimax function as the risk 
measure {L). In fact, the use of a certain risk measure by an investor should reflect 
his/her desire on how much risk he/she would like to take in his/her investment. For 
example, using the l\ function will have the effect that a larger risk is more desirable 
as compared with the h function (because of the non-linearity of the quadratic risk 
function). 
Other than considering the deviation from the mean, there are other ways to 
measure the risk. For example, in 1970's, Elton, Gruber and Padberg [7,8,9] 
proposed the single index model. Under the assumption that a standard single index 
» 
model is an accurate description of reality, they derived some simple rules for 
portfolio selection. Also, the semi-variance measure (see Markowitz [19])，this 
4 
measure considers only the maximum negative deviation from the mean (that is, 
only the maximum loss). Moreover, Konno, Shirakawa and Yamazaki [14] proposed 
the mean-absolute deviation-skewness portfolio optimization model, which the 
deviation-skewness was considered in the portfolio selection problem. 
The above literatures give the idea of how to measure return and risk. The 
next thing that is always a major concern in portfolio selection is to obtain the 
efficient frontier of the optimal portfolio. Consider the mean-variance optimization 
problem. Under the assumption that the covariance matrix is positive definite and 
short selling is allowed, Merton [20] derived the efficient portfolio frontiers of the 
classical mean-variance model analytically by using the lagrange multipliers. In 
1996，Goh and Yang [10] developed an approach for evaluating the efficient frontier 
of the multi-criteria convex quadratic programming problems subject to linear 
constraints. With this approach, one can trace out the efficient frontier of the mean-
variance model, under the assumption that the covariance matrix is positive definite 
and short selling is not allowed. A more general technique was developed by Perold 
[23] to locate the efficient frontier of the mean-variance optimization problem 
involving only a positive semi-definite covariance matrix. However, the mean-
/ 
variance problem usually involves a large-scale quadratic programming problem 
with a dense covariance matrix, which is difficult to handle. So, in a practical sense, 
the mean-variance problem is hard to solve. For the mean-absolute optimization 
problem, Konno Yamazaki [13] suggested to convert their portfolio optimization 
problem with the l\ risk function into a scalar linear programming problem. A 
difficulty is, however, that a large number of linear programming problems have to 
» 
be solved repeatedly to obtain the efficient frontier of the problem. On the other 
hand, Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [2] derived an analytical procedure to obtain all 
5 
efficient frontiers for the L optimization problem. Since the procedure just involved 
some equations, it takes less time to trace out the efficient frontier. 
Besides the study of the portfolio optimization problem, the investigation on 
the behavior of the market as a whole is also important. An investor can follow the 
rules and methods suggested by the study of the portfolio optimization problem in 
order to optimize his/her investment. On the other hand, if an investor has more 
information about the behavior of the market as a whole, it is also helpful for the 
investor to make a better decision on his/her investment. The so-called capital asset 
pricing model reveals the equilibrium relation between individual securities and the 
market portfolio. The capital asset pricing model with the standard deviation risk 
measure of Markowitz has been developed; see, Sharpie [24] and Linter [16]. An 
equilibrium relation was established by Konno [12] and Konno and Yamazaki [13], 
when the h risk function is adopted as the risk measure. When the / � function is used 
as the risk measure, an equilibrium relation was established by Cai, Teo, Yang and 
Zhou [1]. 
Other than the single period portfolio optimization problem, the mean-
variance multi-period portfolio selection problem has also been studied in the 
literature, such 
as Mossin [22], Hakamsson [11]，Merton [21], Dumas and Liucinao 
[5]，LiandNg [15]. 
The mean-variance model in a continuous-time framework has been 





Review of the Minimax Model 
In this chapter, we will formulate the problem and review the definition of the 
minimax risk measure (L) and the minimax model. Then a brief review of the mean-
variance model and the mean-absolute model is given. 
Assume that an investor has a total fund Mo, which is to be invested to n 
possible assets Sj, j=Y’ …，n. Let Rj be the rate of return of the asset Sj. Let xj be 
the allocation from the total fund MQ for investment to Sj. Since we will consider the 
portfolio optimization problem with different constraints, the feasible region for the 
problem is generally 
n 
F = jx = (X，...，xJ:;^ Xy =M。，xeH， 
. M 
where XGH is the feasible set with different constraints, which can be one of the 
following: 
I 
• X > 0 means short selling is not allowed, 
• XGR" means short selling is allowed, 
• 0 < x < b means shorting is not allowed and there is an investment limit b, 
• - a < x means shorting is allowed with limit a, 
� • - a < x < b means shorting is allowed with limit a and there is an investment 
limit b. 
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Actually, there are many other possible constraints. The above are just some 
examples. In the study of Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [2], they have considered the 
first case. In this thesis, we will consider the second and the third cases. 
Let E(^) denote the mathematical expectation of a random variable R. Define 
rj =E( Rj )，and 
.. e/ = E(| Rj-rj\). 
According to Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [2], the portfolio optimization under 
minimax risk measure problem is formulated as follows, 
Definition 3.1 The loo risk function is defined as: 
w^{x) = m^E(\ RjXj -rjXj |) = qjXj |) • 
Normally, an investor always wants to maximize the expected return of his 
investment, but on the other hand the minimum risk is expected. This two criteria 
are conflict to each other, namely, when we want a higher return, we also need to 
face a higher risk in our investment. Therefore, the portfolio optimization problem 
can be formulated as a bi-ctiteria piecewise linear program as follows, which 
I 
denoted as POLoo (the Porfolio Optimization problem with the L risk measure). 
Definition 3.2 The bi-criteria portfolio optimization problem POLoo under the IcoHsk 
measure is defined as: 
/ \ n 
Minimize max q .x,, - V r .jc. 
1幻々  “ — H 
\ 户1 乂 
subject to X G F . 
» 
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By simple transformation, one can show that POLoo is equivalent to the 
following Bi-criteria Linear Programming (BLP) problem 
/ \ n 
Minimize y, Xj 
V >1 J ‘ J 
subject to ; = 
x g F . 
Now we convert the bi-criteria linear programming problem BLP into a 
parametric optimization with a single criterion. For a fixed X, where 0 < X < 1, the 
Parametric Optimization problem of BLP, denoted as PO(X), is as follows: 
( n \ 
Minimize X) - ^ r . x . 
V ) 
subject to \qjXj\<y, / = 1 , . . . , «， 
xeF. 
The equivalence relationship between BLP and PO(>.) is given below (cf. 
P丄.Yu [25] for a proof). 
Proposition 3.1 Consider the problems BLP and FO{X). The pair (x, y) is an 
efficient solution o/BLP if and only if there exists anXe (0，1) such that {x,y) is an 
optimal solution ofVOQC). 
The investor should choose the parameters X and {\ - X) according to the 
relative weights placed on the risk and the return criteria, respectively. Because of 
, the equivalence relation between BLP and PO(X), it is clear that the problem POLoo 
also has the equivalence relation to PO(X). Therefore, an optimal solution for PO(入） 
9 
gives an efficient solution for P O U . To trace out the efficient frontier ofPOLoo, we 
should solve PO(A-) for all X e (0，1). 
Remark 3.1 In the formulation of PO(人)，the objective function is formulated as: 
f \ 
n 
Minimize X) -^r^.jc^. • 
V >1 J : 
•• In above, base on the definition by Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [2], we have not 
considered the scale difference between the risk measure y and the expected return 
E(R). However, in real application, the investor may be confused. For example, an 
investor will put the same weight to the risk and the return, then, he will put X = 0.5. 
However, because of the scale difference between the risk and the expected return, X 
=0.5 does not mean that the weight between risk and return are the same. In the 
following, we will suggest a more reasonable scale between the risk and the return. 
First, the risk measure y and the expected return of each asset r^i have the 
same unit (i.e. ；^  = qjXj \) = m^E{\ ^ . - r . x , |)，since we just need the 
maximum one, so the unit of y is the same as each rixi). 
Second，the formula of the expected return is 玄〒』，where n is the number 
M 
of asset. It is clear that there is n terms of rycj in the formula of the expected return. 
On the other hand, for the risk measure y, there is only one term. Therefore，when 
we try to balance the scale between the risk measure and the expected return, we just 
need to multiply the risk measure y by the number of asset n (i.e the terms of risk 
measure becomes ny). So, the problem becomes: 
10 
f \ n 
Minimize F又(x，少)=Xny + {\-X) VjXj 
\ J 
subject to \qjXj\<y, j=l’...，n’ 
XG F . 
By Proposition 3.1，the optimal solutions of the above problem with different 
value of X form the efficient solution set of the following problem, 
/ \ n 
Minimize ny, r � x � 
\ >1 y 
subjectto I 力 j = l , . . . , n , 
xeF. 
Clearly, this problem and the original BLP have the same set of efficient solution. 
Therefore, for convenience, in the rest of this thesis, we will follow the formulation 
of the original P O � ,i . e 
/ \ 
Minimize X) - ^ r . x ^ . 
, V ) 
subject to \qjXj\<y, 7 = 
X G F , 
for the analysis. 
The above is the formulation of the minimax risk measure portfolio 
optimization problem. Before we start to study the minimax model with different 
» 
constraints, in the following we first give a brief review of the formulation of the 
classical mean-variance h model and mean-absolute k model. 
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For the mean-variance h model, the formulation is as follows: 
n n 
.Min imize Y ^ Y ^ � ,j 
;=i j=\ 
n 
subject to ^ P ^ o， 
7=1 
xeF, 
where cTy is the covariance between the expected return of assets S, and Sj’ and p is 
the minimal rate of return required by the investor. 
For the mean-absolute model, according to Konno and Yamazaki [13] it is 
formulated as follows: 
T 
Minimize ^ y , IT 
t=\ 
n 




Zo^ y 2 风 ， 
y=i 
丨 x e F , 
where p is the minimal rate of return required by the investor. 
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Chapter 4 
Portfolio Optimization with Shorting 
In this chapter, we consider the portfolio optimization under L risk measure when 
short selling is allowed. In the following, we will first give the formulation of this 
problem. Then a simple optimal investment strategy is derived analytically. At last, 
we will show that the efficient frontier of this problem can be traced out analytically. 
4.1 Formulation of Minimax Model with Shorting 
Now we consider the problem PO(A,) with shorting, denoted as POs(A,), so the 
feasible solution set becomes 
n 
� 
Then the problem becomes 
f n \ 
,Minimize F又(x,y)=Ay + (l-A) �� 
\ 片 y 
subject to 1^1�《兄 y = 
n 
Yj^j = ， 
7=1 
which is equivalent to 
, ( “ ^ 
Minimize F^ (x，力=%+(1 - 义 ） 一 [ 〒 』 
V M J 
13 
subject to qjXj < y 7=1, 




4.2 A Simple Optimal Investment Strategy 
Consider the problem FOs(X) with a given X e (0,1). Note that the parameters 
” 0 = E(Rj) and qj = E{\Rj - E{Rj)\\ = 1，2，. . .，n, are constants in POs(入)，the 
values of which can be computed using historical data. 
Without loss of generality, throughout the rest of this chapter, we assume 
that 
r i < r 2 < . . . < r n . (4.1) 
Furthermore, to avoid ambiguity, we assume that there do not exist two assets Si and 
Sj, i 关•/，such that n = vj and ^ = qj (if such two assets do exist in the original 
problem, we may treat them as a single aggregate asset). 
4.2.1 All Assets Are Risky 
Here，we first consider the problem that there are only risky assets available, 
namely,必 >0，j = 1,2，...，A2. 
Theorem 4.1 For any X e (0,1)，an optima! solution to POs(入）is given by 
似of V 1 V 1 丫1 . rV，、 
• Hj \UL\X)Hi peK*iZ) (Ip ) 
广 ( 1 V (4.2) 
Mo ^ 1 ^ 1 , 
Hj \leL\X) peK'(A) ^p ^ 
f 1 丫 1 
/ = M � S - - X ^ , (4.3) 
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"^here L*(A) is the set of assets to be invested, and is the set of assets to be 
short-selling, which are determined by the following rule: 
(a) If there exists an integer such that 
f , , \ / X 
“ r "zhz^ r n 1 n-k-\ i ^ 
2 ： 丄 - 2 ： 丄 ^ ^ (4.4) 
\J=n-k Hi p=l Hp ^ \l=n-k qi p=i q^p ) \ - A 
and 
[ V �" v f ^ 1 I ] A 
2 . — - 2 . — � - i L ——Z— >7—7 (4.5) 
then 
= {n,n-\,. .. ,n-k] andK"(X) ={n-k-\, n-k-2,. . . 
(4.6a) 
(b) If k = n- \ satisfies (4.4) then 
= { « , « - ! , . . . , 1} and K\X) = (j). (4.66) 
(c) If there is no integer k e [0，n-2] satisfying (4.4) and (4.5), andk = n-\ does 
not satisfy (4.4), then, there is no optimal solution to PO(入). 
Proof. We apply the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to VO(X). First, let us introduce the 
Lagrangian of PO(X,): 
/ „ \ / ^ � 
+ ^rjXj -A, ^ X j - M , 
j=\ . 
Then, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions that an optimal solution (x，力 must satisfy 
can be written as follows: 
15 
QL n n 
广 义 + I > " I > y = 0 ， (4.7) 
dL 
i = (1 一 -X,- q.^. + q.y. = 0, 7 = 1 , . . . , (4.8) 
n 
(4.9) 
(必Xy-力//y = 0， 7 = 1 , . . . , n, (4.10) 
+少〉乃=0， /=1，...，《， （4.11) 
^J^^ 7 = 1 , . . . , ( 4 . 1 2 ) 
yj'^^ ；•=!,..., n. (4.13) 
Define L\X)= {j : //y>0 } and K\X) = {j. .•乃> 0 } (where the appearance of 
入 is to indicate explicitly the dependence of the set upon the parameter X - such a 
notion will be convenient for analysis in the sequel). It follows from (4.10) and 
(4.11) that 
� i ~ , i f y ^ r w , 
� - i f jeK\Z), 
From (4.9), we have 
/ 1 丫 1 
= 似 。 H 一 一 Z — . (4.14) 
� Thus, 
16 
‘ - / \-1 
V ^ V 1 • r • “ � 
- 2. — - 2. — 吐⑷， 
' 八 丨 广 丨 一 乂 1 (4.15) 
V ^ V 0 • i r V � � 
Hj \leL\k) Hi peK'{A)^p ) 
Since y > 0 (it is not feasible when y < 0), we have 
f \ - i 
Z 丄 - Z 丄 > 0 , 
, 1 � 
Z — - Z — >0， - (4.16) 
From (4.10)，it follows that i f x j < 0，then juj = 0. Thus juj = 0, V; e K\X). 
And from (4.11), it follows that ifxj > 0，then jj = 0. Thus jj = 0, V; e L\X). 
It is clear from (4.8) that 
^J = 一 ^ h 一义0 + qjTj] = — [ ( ! -义h -义0]，fory G L\X), (4.17) 
q� 
yj 义h + ] = — k - ( l - ] , f o r j e K\X). (4.18) 
"j q j 
\ 
From (4.7)，we obtain 
Z (1-义>/-义。I ^ ； 
Therefore 
Z 7 - Z f 1 f a S - - Z ^ 1 - 4 (4.19) 
Thus, from (4.17), 
17 
… l y - T - f ] 丫 ( 1 - 4 E 斗 d , 
[ W w P 吐、為)[ WiA) Ql petT^qp ) 
J e L*(kl (4.20) 
and from (4.18)， 
. . Z 7 - Z f ( H ) Z i ] - (1 為 ， 
J e K\X). (4.21) 
Clearly, if one can correctly determine the sets L\X) and K\X) which 
ensures that (4.16) holds, and /Uj and yj as expressed by (4.20) and (4.21) are all 
nonnegative, then ；; and Xj as given by (4.14) and (4.15)，respectively, will be 
solutions satisfying all the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (4.7) - (4.13). 
Our argument is that，if there exists an integer k G [0，n-2] such that (4.4) 
and (4.5) hold，then L\X) and K\X) as given by (4.6a) are the sets that ensure juj > 0 
and The following analysis proves this argument. 
First，from (4.19), (4.21) and (4.6a), we have 
义 。 E I： i ] - ; , 
V^^ w ) y ⑷仏 peK\X) <lp J ) 
7j =0， j = n,.. ” n-k, 
r^ v f z f - I f ] T(i-A)[ I 斗如 - A ) �， 
. ^JlW W � Ui-(A) <ir peK'W (Ip) ) J 
j = n-k- 1，. ..，2,1. 
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By (4.4) and (4.5), it is clear that 
‘ ± / t 丄」f 丄 ] y IL , f y l n 
� / - - “ � / .=1 ^ J "�-“q丨 U qp) [i^-kq, UqJ 
then 
/ � 
( �f " 1 "一“ 1 1 
( 尸 “ - 尸 “ - 1 ) E 一 - S — > 0 ， 
qI P=\ <lp j 
/ \ 
E — - H — > (by(4.6a)andr„-">r„-众-7) (4.22) 
\leL*{A) Hi peK\Z) Hp J 
Thus, (4.16) holds. 
By (4.20), it follows that 
" 广 為 - [ ？ S f ] 1(1-4 X I：斗A]， 
力 L w w p 办 ) q p ) [ iv'ei•⑷义 pej^ '(A) ^p j J 
丄 2：丄-5：丄 
^J \leL\Z) qi I peK*(A) ^p� 
(i-^f 2：丄-5： - V f E-^- y 球;I， 
_ peK'iX) ^ p ) \leL\X) psK\X) ^ p ) ) 
j ^ L\X), 
and by (4.1) and (4.22), it follows that 
, Z yI-^II：丄-2： - 1 
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< E 2：丄 1 
、‘吐(又)P^K'(A) ^p J ^leL'iA) <ll peK.wgp) 
< 
< E 斗 “ i f E l - Z -1 
V/ei ⑷义 peK'W Qp) {leL'iA) Ql peK*(為) 
1 丄-2：丄) 
Ve丄⑷力 peK\A) Hp ) \lsL\X) peK\X) Qp j 
< 丄 ―^ • 
1-A 
Thus, 
1 • 1 ^ 1 
= — Z ——E — 
^n {/eL'(A) peK'{X) ^ p ^ 
(1-4 I A - f E 略 义 
• \\leL\X) Hi peK\X) Hp ^ Ql p^K\X) ^p )) 
>0, 
二丄 I：丄-I：丄 
( 1 - 4 s z - L - f 1 略 A 
_ 仏 peK�;i)qp) �/eZ；�^ peK\A) Qpj) 
>0, 
丄I：丄-丄 
(1-4?+- 2： f L - f i ^ - z 冬 -
2 0 
> 0 . 
On the other hand, for) = 1，2，...，� — A:— 1, we have 
1 \( 1 1 vY f \ \ 1 
？ 7 - I - ( 1 ] ) I ^ - A - ( l - ^ ) r ,， 
[1,/ei (A) peJC*(為 J [ [feL'W qi pe^W^J ) •‘ 
, ( �-1 
— I：丄-Z 丄 
( 1 - 4 E 斗 4 2：丄-1丄》-义-
_ (A) peK�又、qp) {i^L'W Ql peK\Z) <1 p )) 
>0, (by (4.1), (4.5) and (4.22)). 
The above shows that > 0 and ；^  > 0, namely, the Kuhn-Tucker condition (4.12) 
and (4.13) are satisfied. This together with the fact that the solutions given by (4.14) 
and (4.15) with the sets L\X) and K\X) of (4.6a) also satisfy (4.7) - (4.11) implies 
that all Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied. 
In the case where there exist a 众=« _ 1 such that (4.5) hold, we can follow a 
similar analysis to above to show that the solutions of (4.14) and (4.15) with L\X)= 
2,1 land K\X)=卢 satisfy all Kuhn-Tucker conditions. 
Now，since POs(入)is a convex programming problem, the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions become necessary and sufficient for optimality and therefore the solution 
given by (4.14) and (4.15), or equivalently, (4.2) and (4.3)，which has been shown to 
satisfy all the conditions, is optimal. 
Finally，we are going to prove that when there is no integer A:G[1, n-2] 
satisfying (4.4) and (4.5), and^ = « - l does not satisfy (4.4)，then there is no optimal 
solution to POs(X,). 
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If no integer k G[0, n-2] satisfies (4.4) and (4.5)，and ^ = n - 1 does not 
satisfy (4.4), then we have two cases. 
Case 1: for all A: e [0，� - 1], it holds 
( f IlJY �) ^ ( V 1 ” 0 义 
L a l u : -^ n-k 2 . — — L — >7—7 (4.23) 
/ \ z 
n « n-k-l r „ f „ . „ t i ^ \ 
s ^-z^^^yj t丄」f丄+丄〉丄 
f f i "夸-irp) �� 1 «亭1 1 ) 义 -
Z j ^ ~ 2 j — -^n-k 2 . — — L — > r - T (4.24) 
or Case 2: for all 众 e [0, « - 2]，it holds 
( V 卞 1 广 丄 ( V 1 "芒 1 1 1 A 
L — - L - — L ——Z— T' (4.25) 
�i=n-kqi P=i QpJ q, - g j 1-义 
and 
( f r, ^ f ^ 1 "芒 1 1 ) ；L 
L — - L — " “ - 1 Z ——E— r (4.26) 
… ^ P J { m q, qp) 1-Ji 
and for A: = « - 1, 
/ „ \ / \ 
^ n ] I ] A 
L — -广“ L 一 > : r - T ' (4.27) 
V/=1 q!) [tfqi j l-A � , 
For Case 2, it is clear that (4.26) and (4.27) are contradictory to each other. 
Thus, this case does not exist and we do not need to consider this case. In the 
following, we just consider Case 1. 
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Define L\X)= {J :的> 0 }, K\X) = { j ： YJ> 0 } and V\%) = {j:rj = juj = 0 
}. It follows from (4.10) and (4.11) that 
if/“•(々， 
� -i f ) e ^ ( A ) ， 
- 么 I , '^fjev'w, 
Q』 Q」 
(4.28) 
which satisfies all the constraints of the POs(A,). 
Let 
^Mo， for j G V* (A), (4.29) 
q� 
where 0 < “声。< . From (4.9)，we have 
q� 
”似� f l+ 5 > v T I 丄 - 2 ：丄 y . (4.30) 
V 厂 * � JKleL\X)^v\X) <ll peK\X) p j 
Thus, 
钟 + I - v T 2 ： 丄 - 5 ： 丄 r ， i f y . r w 
M f Y �-1 
I 广 1+ I ] 丄 - a , M 。， I F J E V \ A ) 
, - 钟 + ？ 4 S + + 2：丄丫 1， I F J . K \ X ) 
(4.31) 
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The above definition includes all feasible solutions of POs(A0. Thus, if we 
can prove that none of these feasible solutions would be optimal, then when we 
complete the proof. 
From above, we have four different cases to be considered. They are: 
1. V*(X) is empty; 
•• * 
2. only L (X) is empty; 
3. only K*(X) is empty; 
4. L (X), K {X) and V\X) are not empty. 
For the case when V\X) is empty, it is similar to the case when the solution 
is given by (4.14) and (4.15). From (4.20) 
H V S S f 1 z 斗义]， 
L W w P^ K\X) ( I p ) � •⑷仏 peIC�;L)qpJ J 
. A \-l 
"广丄2：丄-2：丄 
q�、/在丄‘⑷；^巨^^：‘⑷qp J 
( 1 - 4 E 7 - 2 ： f V f Z J�广W， 
if (4.23) holds, 
< 0, ioxjGL\X) . 
Then，（4.12) does not hold. Therefore, if no integer « - 2 ] satisfies (4.4) and 
(4.5), and = n - 1 does not satisfy (4.4), then there is no optimal solution for this 
case. 
For the cases when only L\X) is empty, or only K\X) is empty or L\X), 
A：*(入）and V\X) are not empty, the proof is as follows. From (4.10), it follows that if 
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乂J < F,，then = 0. Thus 叫=0, Vy e K\X) KJ V\X). And from (4.11), it follows 
that i fxj> — , thenyy = 0. Thus yj = 0，V; e l \ X ) u v\X). 
q j 
It is clear from (4.8) that 
fory G V\X\ (4.32) 
and 
h 一义0 . � y r j :丄 [ ( 1 - 义 X �G - (4.33) "j q j 
1 r. I 
^J - ( l - ^ h + � = 一[(1-义k " 0 ) 1 for; E K\X). (4.34) 
q j 
From (4.7)，we obtain 
. f \ f X 
V V � • 1 X- 1 1 
T I T - 2 . — - 2 . — " � ’ X ——E — (4.35) 、 ‘ p e K 、 為 J {leL'w qp J 
where v e V*(X). 
From (4.12)，（4.13)，（4.33) and (4.34)，it follows that, 
r i > r ^ > r p , (4.36) 
where I e L\X), V e F\X),p e K*(l). 
From (4.32), it follows that all R例 where ve V\X), should be equal to the 
same value: 
‘ 广V = C， VvG V\X), (4.37) 
where C is a constant number. 
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It is clear that either (4.24) or (4.35) will hold but not both. Therefore, if we 
cannot find an optimal solution to POs(X) by rule (a) and rule (b), then no optimal 
solution can be found for this case. 
In summary, on the above，we show when there is no integer 众e [0，n-2] 
satisfying (4.4) and (4.5), and ^ = « -1 does not satisfy (4.4)，then no feasible 
solution will satisfy all conditions (4.7) - (4.13). Since the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
are necessary for optimality, there is no optimal solution to PO(X). This completes 
the proof. • 
From Theorem 4.1，we found that the optimal solution of POs(A-) does not 
exist for some X. In the following, we are going to find out the bound of X that 
POs(A<) has optimal solutions. Before this, from Theorem 4.1 we have the following. 
Corollary 4.1 For a given A, there exists the optimal solution to POs(A-) if and only 
Vthere exists at least one integer k E [0, n-1] such that (4.4) is satisfied. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 4.1，we have already proved that if no integer 
众 e [0，《 — 1] satisfies (4.4) then P O s � has no optimal solution. So in the following, 
we will show that if any integer ke[0,n-l] satisfies (4.4) then POs(入）has optimal 
solution. 
F i r s t， i f k = n - l satisfies (4.4)，by Theorem 4.1, the optimal solution of 
P O � is given by (4.2) and (4.3). Second, if there exists at least one integer 
satisfying (4.4) and (4.5), also by Theorem 4.1，the optimal solution of 
is given by (4.2) and (4.3). Third，if there exists at least one integer 
k e [ 0 , n - 2 ] satisfying (4.4) but does not satisfy (4.5), i.e., 
2 6 
\}=n-k Hi p=\ Hp ^ \l=n-k p=l gp J 1 - A 
r « r, r^ \ ( - 1 I ] A 
2.—- 2. — 2. —- Z — 
\l=n-k Hi p=\ Hp y yi=n-k+\ Hi p=l qp J i - A 
(JL, r r ^ ( “ 1 «-(A+l)-l 1 、 ， 
Z f - E ^ -V.J 2：丄-2：丄W^， 
\l=n-{k+l) Hi p=\ qp ) \l=n-{k+l) qi p=\ (Jp ) i - A 
then letA:' = A:+l.Thus 
/ ,, , \ / \ f w r ”：众了 1 r I f rt 1 1 A 0 
I ： 丄 - I 丄 -
Therefore, if there is any integer k e [ 0 , n - 2 ] that satisfies (4.4) but does not satisfy 
(4.5)，then k + 1 must satisfy (4.4). So if any integer k' e [0, « — 2] satisfies (4.4), 
then there must either exist an integer F G [k',n- 2] satisfying both (4.4) and (4.5)， 
or k = n-\ satisfying (4.4). Therefore if there exists at least one integer k e[0,n-
1] satisfying (4.4) then POs(A,) has optimal solution. This completes the proof.-
From the proof of Corollary 4.1, it is found that when any integer 
ke[0,n-2] satisfies (4.4) then there must exist an integer k，G [0，《 - 2] satisfying 
both (4.4) and (4.5) or = n-\ satisfying (4.4). Therefore, by Theorem 4.1，any 
integer between n to n - k must belong to L\X). SO we have the following 
conclusion. 
Corollary 4.2 For a given A, if an integer k e [0, n-1] satisfies (4.4), then n-k e 
L W {i.e. assets Sn, Sn-i, Sn-k are selected for investment). 
» 
Now, we are going to find out the bound of X that POs(A,) has optimal 
solutions. 
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Theorem 4.2 If X< then there is no optimal solution for the problem 
“�in 
POsW, where 
(f , , \ / \\ “ r r n 1 n-k-l i 
= , m i n S f -r“ Z Z f • (4.38) 
\yi=n-k Hi p=l Hp ； \l=n-k p=l qp 
Proof. Define 
/ / \ / X \ 
p , = min t i y 丄 - y 丄 • 
'\\l=n-k Hi p=l qp j \j=n-kqi p=\ <lp )) 
Since qj = E(\ Rj 一 E(Rj) |) > 0 for any j, and r�> r , ! for j = 1’ 2，…，� - 1，we 
have 
/ \ / N 
” y y \ ( // 1 n-k-l 1 � 
2：丄-2：丄 
�/=“仏 p=\ ( I p ) \i=n-k (li p=i q p ) 
= f/'�丨"gi�", 
l=r,-k qi qp 
> 0， yke[0,n-\l 
We then have ‘ 
P, 
义 < 1 ！‘“ (4.39) 1 + A 
广托min 
A > 丄 
l-A 
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(f , , \ / N\ 
JL^ R N-K-X ^ ( N 1 N-K-L I V N 
P, = min - r , y 丄 — y 丄 > _ ! _ 
f , , \ / \ « y n-k-l f n J m-A-1 1 
Z — " Z — Z 一一 Z — (4.40) 
P=\ qp ) \l=n-k (il p=\ (Jp ) 
So there is no integer A: e [0，《 -1] satisfying (4.4). By Corollary 4.1, POs(X) has no 
optimal solution. This completes the proof • 
Remark 4.1 An important observation from Theorem 4.2 is that no optimal 
strategy can be found when X is smaller then �^， w h i c h is dependent to the 
广 *min 
environment. Since A, represents the weight of risk in our portfolio, if a A. is chosen 
such that there is no optimal solution to POs(?i), then it means that the value of the 
objective function of POs(A-) can be decreased infinitely and trends to negative 
infinity. Because the risk measure, by definition, is always positive, so if the value 
of objective function trends to negative infinity, then the growth rate of expected 
return is greater than the risk. This implies that in this case, we just need to care 
I 
about the expected return and ignore the risk of our portfolio. 
Remark 4.2 The optimal investment strategy (if exist) given by Theorem 4.1 has 
the property that all assets should be divided into two sets, with higher return rate 
ones to be invested, and with lower return rate ones to be short. In other words, an 
asset with a higher return rate should always have priority over an asset with a lower 
return rate when considered to be invested. 
In fact, the optimal strategy as described in Theorem 4.1 is a two-phase 
decision. In the first phase, the assets are divided into two sets according to their 
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return rates. Then in the second phase, the actual amounts allocated to those selected 
assets are determined based on the risk. Therefore, when an asset with both very 
high return rate and risk, it may be selected to be invested, however it is too risky 
such that the amount of investment will be very small or even close to zero. 
Remark 4.3 Another property of the portfolio given by Theorem 4.1 is that 
= y* for ally = 1 , 2 , T h i s means that, for all assets, we shall buy or short 
them with the amounts such that they have the same risk y (note that 
五(j -rjXj I) =1 qjXj I represents the risk of investing Xj amount to asset Sj. See 
Definition 3.1). This observation is similar to the problem when shorting is not 
allowed; see Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [1,2]. 
Remark 4.4 It is easy to see from Theorem 4.1 that if we choose all assets to be 
invested then the portfolio risk will be minimized. Since the portfolio risk is 
I ； 丄 - 丄 y ， 
\leL\A) ^ 
if we choose all assets to be invested, i.e.，L\X) = { 1, 2 , a n d K\X)=中，then 
the portfolio risk becomes 
/ \ - i 
/ = M �丄 . （4.41) 
\leL*iX) J 
It is the minimum portfolio risk for the minimax model. 
Remark 4.5 There is another observation from the proof of Theorem 4.1. That is, 
for a given 人，when it satisfies (4.35), namely, the, equal sign of (4.4) is satisfied, 
then there exists an optimal solution ((4.24) to (4.26)) to POs(A,) other than the 
optimal solution given by Theorem 4.1，which will be discussed in Section 4.3. 
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4.2.2 Some Assets Are Riskless 
We now consider the case where there are riskless assets available for selection, i.e., 
there exist some assets such that qi = 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that there is only one riskless asset under consideration (all other riskless assets 
whose return rates are lower then this one will be excluded by the optimal solution 
and therefore, will not need to be considered). Assume this riskless asset is io, 
namely,仏。=0 a n d ^ > 0 , j io. 
To generalize the result in Section 4.1, we first assume that q, > 0 , 
'a- * 
where f i s a sufficiently small number. We shall obtain our result by letting £ 0+. 
Let us now consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: For k = n- k，(4.4) is satisfied, i.e., 
f V v ' ' f ^ 1 I ] A 
L ——Z. -�-k X —- X — 
p=l Qp ) \l=n-k Ql p=\ q p ) l - A 
v^ /='o+i 义 p=i ^p j 、左 /=/�+i 仏 p=i qp J 1 一义 
/ 
f V ''z '^^p] f ^ 1 ^ 1 1 A 
I f - I ^ f I 7 - I - ^ r r - (4.42) 
�/=/o+i 义 p=\ qp J �/=/o+i?/ p=\ qp) 1-义 
By Corollary 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, the optimal solution to POs(A.) exists and the 
riskless asset Sw is selected for investment (i.e. k e L'(A,)). 
In this case, the optimal solution for POs(X,) becomes 
� 
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似 。 V 1 V • " “ � 
^ I Hi p^ ) 
" • 一 1 , \ - 1 
1 V 1 V M • ir*"� 
— T " 7 2 . — - 2 . — ，ye火（义)， 
Hj leL\A)/i„ Hi peK\A) ^ p J 
y=MiU 2 ： 丄 - 2 ； 丄 y . 
Letting — 0 +, we obtain 
x ) = 0 , (4.43) 
从0, (4.44) 
/ = 0. (4.45) 
The result above indicates that, if riskless asset is to be considered in our 
portfolio, then we should invest all fund to the riskless asset with the portfolio risk 
being zero. 
Case 2: ¥ork=n- k，（4.4) is not satisfied, i.e., 
["亡 r i ^ r ) f " 1 ^ 1 ^  ；I 
…=/o+i qi p=i qp J �/=/�+i q, p=i j 1-A 
In this case, let us consider the following three subcases: 
Case 2a: k<n-ioand r“ > � .I n this case, 
/ , , \ / \ w y n-k-l V \ ( n 1 i ] 
Z 7 " Z f - 2 ： 丄 - 1 ： 丄 
\l=n-k Hi p=l Hp y \l=n-k Ql p=\ (Jp ) 
‘ 斗〜-拉丄丄丄£丄] 
\i=“qi ^ v=i qy j qi p=/o+i qp s tfg少乂 
3 2 
—(>“-。。）f 今 n f ^ 1 "卞 1 1 ^ 11 
— F 2 . - - 2 . -r-lu— - V . Z — - Z — — Z — 
\ ^ ) Hi p=io+iqp v=i qy^ \i=n-kqi qp v=i qyj 
^ "w-A 一 
> - r (since — -^oo). 
L-A S 
Case 2 b: k>n-io and � �. I n this case, 
S 1 ^ -V. I：丄-2：丄 
\l=n-k p=l Qp ) yi=n-k p=l (Ip , 
“ r , fi ！^ r "Jl：、r \ f " ri 1 i n-k-i -i \ 
= - v � : E 么丄丄-1：丄 
^ qy p=i q p ) q, s v=„-k qy p=i q p ) 
(r； -r„ ( ^ r ioii r “小人 r \ f " 'o-i i n-k-i i � 
\ J V = « - A <iy p=l qp ) \l=io+l V=n-k qy p=l ^p ^ 
> - - (since — >00). 
1 - / 1 s 
Case 2c: = r ,�. In this case, let/c = n - i o + 1 (If there are more then one 
risky assets with the same expected rate of return of riskless asset, we just let 
anyone of them be the asset S!�—�and the result is the same). 
卧 4玄丄刹 
p=\ qp j 、！=n-kq! p=i qp) 
\ ^ J v='o+i y/ p=i q p J �H>+i 义 p=i g p J 
" r Vii r n 1 '0-1 1 � 
v='o+i p=i qp J v/=/o+i p=i qp) 
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> J ^ (by (4.46)). 
Therefore, for any integer k s [0, n - 1], (4.4) is not satisfied. By Corollary 
4.1，there is no optimal solution to POs(入)• 
Combining Case 1 with Case 2 above, we have the following result. 
, Theorem 4.3 Given any X e (0,1). If k = n - k satisfies (4.4), then an optimal 
investment strategy is to invest all fund to the riskless asset with the portfolio risk 
equal to zero. Otherwise, there is no optimal solution. 
4.3 Tracing Out the Efficient Frontier 
We now discuss how to determine the efficient frontier of the problem POLoo with 
shorting, denoted as POLoo-s. Corresponding to the results in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 
respectively, let us cany out our analysis in the following two sub-sections. 
4.3.1 No Riskless Assets Are Involved 
First, define: 
n 1 M-Ar-l 1 
^^ = E - - - E — ' 众 = 0，1，…,1， (4.47) 
l=n-k p=\ qp 
( " r ^ r \ ( “ 1 ”古 1 1 ) 
2 . - - 2 . — Z 一 - Z — ' 众 = 0 ’ 1 , . . . , « - 1 . (4.48) 
qp J [ m qi u ^ p J 
It is easy to see that 
亡 1 "右2 I 
� 1 = I - - I — 
/=n-/c-l Hi p=i qp • 
» 
= I 丄-"f 丄 _ 一 _ 
/=„小1 仏 产 1 qp ‘众 
3 4 
« 1 n-k-l 1 2 
=S ——E 一 + — 
'="-k p=i qp qn-k-\ 
— 2 , 
" ^ k + - , A: = 0，1，..”《_1, (4.49) 
and 
^ n y. n-k-\ f � 
A = Z T " " Z — A: = 0，1，…，� — 1, 
yi=n-k Hi p=\ Hp j 
、 / = ” - ( 众 + 1 ) qi p=i Qp ) 
/ \ 
« C n-k-2 f I 2 
=Z Z :r +—), 
�/=“-i 仏 P=1 qp) q„-k-i 
/ \ 
A+1 = 丄一厂“-1 仅” A: = 0 , 1 , . ( 4 . 5 0 ) 
qi p=\ qp) 




Since 八 2 0 (see the proof of Theorem 4.2), (4.51) is equivalent to: 
1 + A 1 + A+i ( ) 
Letting 
� & 肪 d l = l ， (4.53) 
we see that the condition (4.51) (or (4.4) and (4.5)) is further equivalent to 
3 5 
^ ^ [ ^ k M ) . (4.54) 
Now，we want to determine the efficient frontier, namely, all the efficient 
points，corresponding to all possible X e (0,1). However, from Theorem 4.2，there is 
a lower bound for X. Therefore, by letting X^^ be the lower bound of we want to 
determine all the efficient points, corresponding to all possible ；I e ,1). 
Let k .^^  be an integer A: G [ 0 , ^ - 1 ] such that: 
Pk. = min p, . (4 55) 
Recall Theorem 4.1. Given an integer k e [众爪n-2] (since for any integer 
k < ^min, (4.51) will never be satisfied, we do not consider any integer k < kminX it is 
clear that for all values of X in an interval ，the set L\X) of assets selected 
for investment and the set K\X) of assets selected for shorting remain unchanged, 
and thus the optimal solution of POs(X) as given by (4.2) and (4.3) remains 
unchanged. According to the discussions in Chapter 3，such a solution corresponds 
to an efficient point of POLoo s Now there is a question whether there exists other 
efficient point for 义 e [產,，I,), or, whether there exists another optimal solution to 
when ^^[X^M), for an integer k e [知,„，n-l]. 
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, we already know that, for a lU e , I,)，there 
is only one optimal solution to POs⑷，or, when ；I g ( A , , ! , ) , (4.2) and (4.3) gives 
a unique optimal solution for POs(X), 
, It should be noted that, from Remark 4.5, we already found that when (4.35) 
is satisfied, there are multiple optimal solutions for POs(入)• 
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Theorem 4.4 For any ；I e ,1), if there exists an integer such 
that 
f V。"v 尸P ) f V 1 "芒丨 1 1 A L-- L— Z ——E— =7-7' (4.56) 
then multiple optimal solutions to POs(A.) are given by 
y = M , { l + a) I ： 丄 - ” 艺 丄 ， （4.57) 
Mo(l + a)(亡 1 "弟 1 1 一 
： Zj l u 一 ， for + + 
q� 、/=“％ /,=! qp) 
._\M,{\ + a)( ^ 1 "古 1 1 V' 
工尸 2. — - 2 . — - 讽 ， i Q T j = n-k, 
q� qi p=\ qp J 
-M,(\ + a)( “ 1 "卞 1 1 丫 1 ^ 
2 . 2 . — , for7 = l ,2 , . . ,«- /c- l , 
\i=n-k Hi ；7=1 Qp J 
(4.58) 
where 
0) when k =kmin satisfies (4.56)， 
f 
a>0 , (4.59a) 
(W ^hen k G +1，《-1] satisfies (4.56), 
/ N-l 
2 n J n-k Y 
——Z ——Z— . (4.59b) 
^n-k \l=n-k+l <il p=\ qp ) 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 4.1，we know that when (4.56) is satisfied by an 
integer k, 
3 7 
/ Y “ 1 n-k-l 1 � 1 
产 + Z 丄-；^ 丄 ， （4.60) 
M,(y+a){亡 1 ”亭 1 1 丫1 … ， 
“ L — ' L — ， forj=n-k + Y”..,n, 
、/=“仏 p=i qpj 
M^(\ + a)( ^ 1 "古 1 1 
〜叫 -“似0， forj = n-k, (4.61) 
� / = “ � / p=\ <lp J 
‘• + 亡 1 ”弟 1 1 丫1 
“ L ~ L 一 ， forj = \,...,n-k-l, 




may give another optimal solution to POs(A-). Since a can vary within a range given 
by (4.62), there may exist multiple solutions for POs(人).Now, the question is 
whether any integer k in the range 0 to « - 1 satisfies (4.62) when it satisfies (4.56). 
Let us consider the following three cases: 
Case 1: 
When k' satisfies (4.56), we have 
凡 </^k�=丄. 
k 1 一义 
Consider k' = kmm - 1， 
A - 广 A - ‘ „ > 0， 
or equivalently 
/ � n 1 /i-it-1 1 
"“,） Z ——Z — >0. (4.63) 
\j=n-k' qi p=\ qp ) 
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Since ( v ^ - < 0，therefore 
^ n 1 n-k'-\ 1 � 
Z — < 0 ' (4.64) 
which implies 
/ � 
n 1 n-k~\ 1 
S - - Z — <0' fork 二 0,...，>tmi„ - 1 , (4.65) 
\j=”-k qI p=i Hp) 
and 
n 1 n-k 1 
Z - - E — <0， /orit = 0，...,A:mi„-l. (4.66) 
qi p=l qp 
Then (4.17) becomes 
^ ^ ^ t <0, for)t = 0,...，‘-l, (4.67) 
h e \l=n-k+l H] p=\ Hp 
and 
fl2 0， for A: = 0，…，众min 一 1 . (4.68) 
It is clear that (4.67) and (4.68) contradict to each other. Thus, for any integer 
k e [0，免min 一 1]，it is impossible that (4.62) will hold even (4.56) is satisfied. 
Case 2: k'e +1，《-1]. 
Similar to Case 1，we find that 
c \ 
n 1 M-A-1 1 
E - - Z — >0， for 众=众min”.”"-l， (4.69) 




f n 1 n-k 1 � 
Z — - E — >0， = (4.70) 
\j^n-k+\ ？/ p=i qp J 
Then (4.17) becomes 
Z 丄-g 丄丫 1, 
qn-k \j=n-k+i qI q p, 
.. which is the same as (4.59b). Thus for any integer k e [k^.^ +1,« — 1]，if it satisfies 
(4.56), then (4.57)，（4.58) and (4.59a) give multiple optimal solutions to POs(X). 
Case3: k' = kmm-
By (4.65) and (4.69)，(4.62) becomes ^ > 0 , which is the same as (4.59a). 
Therefore, when k =satisfies (4.56), (4.57)，(4.58) and (4.59a) give multiple 
optimal solutions to POs(X). This completes the proof. • 
Remark 4.6 An important observation from Theorem 4.4 is that when the integer 
k = kmin satisfies equation (4.56), we can increase the amount of investment and 
short-selling infinitely, namely, even we increase our expected return of the 
portfolio as well as the portfolio risk infinitely, it is still optimal to POs(>.). It can 
explain why X has a lower bound. Also, this observation is consistent to the 
observation from Theorem 4.2. 
Remark 4.7 Another observation from Theorem 4.4 is that when k— satisfies 
(4.56) and 
^ 1 "-竺-1 1 _ 1 
Z=“min 仏 p=l qp Qmm 
‘ then (4.57) and (4.58) become: 
乂 = 从 。 + 
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+ 切 r j = n-k + ln-k + 2,"�n, 
X* =]Mo for j = n-k. 
Now we can trace out the efficient frontier of POLoo-s. By substituting (4.2) 
and (4.3) into the objective function of POLoo-s (Definition 3.2), it is clear that, 
according to the optimal solution (x*,y*) of POs(入）for the efficient 
point of the problem POLoo-s is equal to 
(4.71) 
where 广 is given by(4.3), while 
f , , \ / N -1 
“ r n-k-\ r \\ " A n-k-\ i 
z* = - M � Z j - Z f E ^ - E f . (4.72) 
\J=n-k Hi P=\ Hp 入 p = l qp J 
Also, by substituting (4.57) to (4.59) into the objective function of POLco s 
(Definition 2.2)，it is clear that, according to the optimal solution {x*, y*) ofPOs(X) 
for A = ^^ , we have 
少= (4.73) 
I 
where Ay = aM,y * . By (4.59a), for k = kmtn (i.e. A, = ), 
Ay 2 (4.74a) 
and by (4.59b), for k = k^^ +1，...，n-1， 
A •广 
9i； « 1 n-k 1 
O S A v � i ^ X 丄 丄 . （4.74b) 




z = + ( 4 . 7 5 ) 
( “ r , r ^ ( JL 1 n-^-l 1 Wf n 1 n-k-\ i V' 
z = 碰。I：^- ： +^―：^ 丄；^丄 丄， 
\j=n-k Hi p=l Hp ) \l=n-k Hi p=\ g；； J�l^/=n-)t p=\ Qp 
which, by (4.56)，becomes 
z = (4.76) 
Thus，for anyk = A:冊”，kmin+l, . . . , « - l , t h e efficient point of the problem POLoo-s is 
any point in the open interval (y * +Ay, z * ——=^Ay). 
In summary, we have the following result on the efficient frontier. 
Theorem 4.5 The efficient frontier of the problem POLoo-s with shorting can be 
determined by considering n - kmi„ intervals (也 J O , k = k* kmin + 1, ...，《 - 1, as 
well as " — kmin end-points ,k = kmin, kmin + 1, n-\. Specifically, the efficient 
frontier consists of 
(1) the efficient point corresponding to each k = kmin, kmin + 
! 
1 ， n - l , where y"" and z* are given by (4.3) and (4.72) respectively; and 
(2) the multiple efficient points (y * +A_y，z * 一 ~ = ^ A y ) corresponding to each 
1-毛 
^k 德h k = kmin, kmin + 1,…，《 _ 1，wheve Ay is given by (4.74a) when k = 
kmin and by (4.74b) when k = kmin + 1, n-\. 
\ 
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4.3.2 Riskless Assets Are Involved 
Similar to Section 4.2.2，we assume, without loss of generality, that there is only one 
riskless asset «S,�. Namely,必 > 0 for j * k and q.^  = 0 . 
According to Theorem 4.2，the optimal investment strategy is to invest all 
fund to the riskless asset S��when k = n _ k satisfies (3.4)，i.e. < - — . This is 
。 1 一义 
equivalent to 
义 e [ i - / � , l ) . (4.77) 
Otherwise, there is no optimal solution. It is equivalent to saying that when 
义 < i- ,�， there is no optimal solution (It is easy to see that 凡_,�= p^^^，therefore 
by Theorem 4.2，there is no optimal solution when . ). Similar to Section 
4.3.1, when 义 e (毛_,。,1), equations (4.44) to (4.46) give the unique optimal solution 
to POs(A.). When ；l = A„_,。，equations (4.57), (4.58) and (4.59a) give multiple 
optimal solutions to POs(A.). 
Therefore, we have 
I 
Theorem 4.6 The efficient frontier of the problem POLoo-s \vith shorting can be 
determined by considering the interval (也_,。,1), and the end-points 也—�. 
(1) The efficient point (0�-Mo。。）corresponding to Z e 
(2) The multiple efficient points {^y-M^r. corresponding to 
° 1-也-'。 
‘ ^ = ^here Ay > 0 . 
4 3 
Remark 4.8 It is easy to see that, in real application, we cannot find the optimal 
solution by following (4.57), (4.58) and (4.59a), since when � = £ • > ( ) + , 
f ； , / N -1 
1 ^^ 1 1 I ^  1 1 "卞1 1 ) A + 
2 .——2L— = X — + — _ E — — 0+. (4.78) 
So，we will suggest another method for this case later. However, (4.57), (4.58) and 
(4.59a) are analytically correct and it is easier in tracing the efficiency frontier of 
POLoo-s. In the following, we suggest a method to find the optimal solution of 
POs(X-) with shorting and riskless asset »S,�included. 
Theorem 4.7 For A = , i.e., 
( ^ r , ] f" 1 ！^ 1 ^ ； t 
^ f - ^ f 一〜S--I- =7^， (4.79) �/=/« qi p=\ qp J qi P=\ qp) 
if 
/ . , \ 
« 1 '0 一 1 1 
Z - - Z — > 0 , (4.80) 
v='o+i p=i qp 
then multiple optimal solutions to POs(A,) are given by 
I 
, “ \ '0-1 1 少=似0、I--E— ， (4.81) 
v='o+i qi ^p J 
Mqc丨、r" 1 I V 
X — Z 一 ， / ^ ? � . = z . O + i ” . . , � , 
q�v='o+i qi p=i qp j 
= 从 。 f o r j = i„ (4.82) 
一 〜 〜 ( ^ 1 ^ 1 V , 
一n—'L.— ，/的. = l，2，...,/o - 1 , 
� [ H j y=/o+i Hi p=i Qp 
where 
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c , � 2 0. (4.83) 
Proof. Define 
y 
—， for j=iQ +1,.",«， 
X) = j M �- c,�M�，for j = /。， （4.84) 
- y 
——， / o r ; = 1,2,...,/(, -1， 
�q � 
where 
. • ‘ “ 
(4.85) 
From (4.9)，we have 
« 1 '0-1 1 
= Z — 一 Z — • (4.86) 
v='o+i qi p=i qp j 
Thus 
^oCf, f 今 1 ¥ 1 丫1 
q j p = � q p) 
x ) = ( l - � ) M 。， forj = i„ (4.87) 
- Mqc,. r " 1 1 ) 1 
“0 —-X— ， f o r j = l，2,"”io-l, 
qj �=/o+i 仏 p=i q p) 
and (4.85) becomes 
� a (4.88) 
> From the proof of Theorem 4.1，it is easy to see that when (4.79) is satisfied, all 
conditions (4.7) to (4.13) are satisfied. Since the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are 
45 
necessary and sufficient for optimality, the solution given by (4.87) to (4.88)，or 
equivalently, (4.81) to (4.83)，are optimal. This completes the proof. • 
Similar to the proof above, we can also prove the following two results: 
Corollary 4.3 For X = A„_,。，z/ 
< " J '0-1 J 、 
I - - I — = 0 , (4.89) 
then multiple optimal solutions to POs(入)are given by 
/ (4.90) 
——， for +1, ..，《, 
q j 
Mo， f o r j = io, (4.91) 
一 
, / 0 R Y - = L,2 , . . .� /O —1, 
where 
> 0 . (4.92) 
Corollary 4.4 For ；i = i ” � i f 
i 
/ . , \ 
N 1 '0-1 1 
2：丄-2：丄 <0， （4.93) 
v/='O+i qi p=i qp) 
then multiple optimal solutions to POs(入)are given by (4.81)，(4.82) and 
(4.94) 
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0 • 
Risk (y) 
Fig. 4.1(a) efficient frontier of minimax model without riskless asset 















‘ Risk fyj 
Fig. 4.1(b) efficient frontier of minimax model with riskless asset 
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Remark 4.9 From Theorem 4.8，when c , �= 1, by (4.82), x;�= 0 (that means the 
riskless asset is not included in the portfolio). Then this optimal solution is the same 
as the optimal solution derived in Theorem 4.1. Moreover, when when c �= 0, by 
(4.82)， 
, fMn，for j = L， 
x]=\ 。 ， J 。， （4.95) 
[0, otherwise. 
From these two observations, it is clear when the riskless asset is involved, there is a 
single fund F of risky assets such that any efficient portfolio can be constructed as a 
combination of the fund F and the riskless assets (see Fig 4.1). This conclusion is 
similar to the one-fund theorem of the mean-variance portfolio theory. 
However, we cannot find such observation from Corollary 4.3 and Corollary 
4.4, or namely, when 
/ . , \ n 1 '0-1 1 
2：丄-1：丄 s o , (4.96) 
v='O+i p=i q p, 
the one-fund theorem does not hold. Also，from Corollary 4.3 and Corollary 4.4, 
when (4.36) holds, x* > The reason is that in these cases the return rate of 
riskless asset is too high or the performance of some risky assets are too poor. 
Therefore investing to the riskless asset is better than investing to the risky assets. 
Remark 4.10 In Remark 4.9，it is shown that for some cases, the one fund theorem 
also holds for the minimax model. However, the two-fund theorem does not hold 
for the minimax model since, for some cases, the portfolio formed by any two 
efficient portfolio is not optimal. For example, assuming there is two funds F； and 
F2 are efficient, where, for « > m > 1, Fi is 
4 8 
r * 
——， for J = n,……’n-m, 
X；,力. （4.97) 
forJ = n-m-\,……，1, 
I qj 
n 1 n-m-l 1 
>^;=^^。（2：丄-1：丄)-1， (4.98) 
j=n-m q j 7=1 q j 
F2 is 
—,for j = n,……,n_m-2, 
x J (4.99) 
•‘ y 
,forJ = n-m-3,……，1， 
n 1 n-m-3 1 
少；=似。（S 丄-I]丄)人 (4-100) 
j=n-m-2 q j 7=1 ^ j 
and 
。一"。-2. (4.101) 
By using the Fi and F2, we form another portfolio F3 = aF! + (1 - d}F2, where 
a G (0,1) . Then F3becomes, 
ay* + (I-a) yl .  for J = n,……’n-m, 
‘ 卜 少 ; ， 御 』 • = ” - m - l ， " _ t 2 ， (4.102) 
• q � • 
ayl 
L, f o r j = n-m-X……，1, 
I qj 
y ; = a y ; + i \ - a ) y l (4.103) 
‘ By (4.8), if F3 is optimal to PO(X) (or efficient to BLP), the following must be 
satisfied, 
4 9 
( 4 . 1 0 4 ) 
However, it is contradictory to (4.101). Therefore, F3 is not optimal to PO(人）（or not 
efficient to BLP). So, for this case, two-fund theorem does not hold. 
4.4 Chapter Summary 
In this Chapter, the portfolio optimization under minimax risk measure with shorting 
has been solved. Accordingly, by applying the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions, 
an optimal investment strategy for the problem under minimax risk measure can be 
generated analytically by a simple scheme. This scheme suggested that we should 
first select the set of assets to be invested and the set of assets to be shorted 
according to their expected rates of return. Then the amount we invest or short-sell 
to each asset should be based on the risk. We have also shown how the whole 






Portfolio Optimization with 
Investment Limit 
In this chapter, we consider the portfolio optimization under /«> risk measure when 
there is an investment limit for each asset and short selling is not allowed. In the 
following, we will first give the formulation of this problem. Then an optimal 
solution to this problem is derived analytically. At last, an algorithm to solve this 
problem is derived based on the properties of the optimal solution. 
5.1 Formulation of Minimax Model with Investment Limit 
We consider the problem PO(入）with investment limit, denoted as POi(X )^. Assume 
that an investor has a total fund Mo, which is to be invested to n possible assets Sj,j= 
1 ， n . Define bj to be the investment limit of SjJ = 1, n. Note that we may 
n n 
a s s u m e > M。，since there is no feasible solution when ^ b j < M �. Let Rj be 
the rate of return of the asset Sj. Let Xj be the allocation from the total fund Mo for 
investment to Sj, which must satisfy 0 < x； < bj. Thus, the feasible region for the 
portfolio optimization problem is 
' � 
n 
. I . 
Then the formulation of POi(X,) is as follows: 
51 
f n \ 
Minimize F^(x,y)=Ay+(l-A) -工〒」 
\ y 




Xj > 0, ; = 1 , 
Xj <bi, ； 
5.2 Optimal Solutions to POi(入） 
Similar to Chapter 4，consider the problem POi(A-) with a given \ G (0,1). Note that 
the parameters rj = E{Rj) and qj = E{\Rj - E(Rj)\), j = 1，2, ...，《，are constants in 
POi(X), the values of which can be computed using historical data. We assume 
r i < r 2 < . . . < r n . (5.1) 
Furthermore, as before, we assume that there do not exist two assets Si and Sj, i * j, 
such that n = Vj and q^  = qj. 
5.2.1 All Assets Are Risky 
Here, we first consider the problem that there are only risky assets available, i.e., qj 
>0，j = 1,2, ...，《.' 
Theorem 5.1 For a given X e (0,1), if the assets can be divided into the sets IC*(2), 
L (A) and S (X), where K (A) is the set of assets to be invested to the investment limit 
(i.e. xj = hj, for all je K*(X)), L*(X) is the set of assets to be invested below the 
investment limit, and S*(X) is the set of assets that doe not belong to K*(X) u L*(X) 
(i.e. for j 
e S'^(A), j 运 K*(X) u L*(A)); and the following conditions are satisfied \ 




\leL\X) j j 
(Hi) forj G S^a) (i.e. j 电 K*(X) u 
X I - V — • (5.4) 
Then an optimal solution to POi(X) is given by, 
‘ bj, JeK\AX 
丄 M � - ；S 丄 ， J�L*W, (5.5) 
f \ / \ - 1 
/ = M , - Z 丄 ， （5.6) 
V P^K\X)八 /ei .�� / ) 
Proof. We apply the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to POi(人).First, let us 
introduce the Lagrangian of POi(X): 
(n \ f n A 
y y 
n . � n n 
-YMj^j -ypj-TMJ 
M J=l 7=1 
Then, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions that an optimal solution (x，力 must satisfy 
can be written as follows: 
； n 
尝 一 + 广 0， （5.7) 
5 3 
— = ( 1 - X)rj - X , - q . ^ . - y. + ^ zJ^. = 0, y = (5.8) 
(5.9) 
7=1 
iqjXj-y)jUj = 0, 7 = 1 , . . . , n, (5.10) 
{Xj-bj)yj = 0, 7 = 1 , . . . , ( 5 . 1 1 ) 
Xj = 0, 7 = 1 , . . . , n, (5.12) 
JUjkO, ；=!,..., n, (5.13) 
rj /二 1，...，《， （5.14) 
• j kO , (5.15) 
Define L\X)= {j : 0 } and J^ *(入）二 { / .. ；^ > 0 }. We let Xj = 0，for j 电 
K*(X) u L*{X) and jUj = 0，for j g K*QC) (These are conjectures, but we shall show in 
the following that it is in fact correct in terms of satisfying the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions). Then, it follows from (5.10) and (5.11) that 
Xj = bj, if jeK\X). 
From (5.9), we have 
/ \ / \-1 
Mo - 丄 . (5.16) 
V Pe '^(^ ) A'ei'W J 
� Thus, 
5 4 
‘ B” J E K \ X ) , 
f \ / 
X 尸 丄 M � - 2 X ；^ 丄 ， y.eZ；⑷， (5.17) 
V /»6尺.(；1)八/EI* ⑷义 Y) 
0， j^L\X)yjK\X). 
Since y > 0 (it is not feasible when ；; < 0), we have 
M o - (5.18) 
From (5.10), it follows that if Xjqj 本 y, then juj = 0. Thus jlij = 0, V/ 茫 
From (5.11)，it follows that if xj * bj, then yj = 0. Thus y； = 0, Vj 茫 K\X). From 
(5.12), it follows that i f x j > 0, then (|v = 0. Thus (j)； = 0, VJ e K\X) u L\X). 
It is clear from (5.8) that 
6 二丄[(1 —-々 - „ ^ ^」 =丄 [ ( 1一义 > 0 -义0]，for; € L\XL (5.19) 
qj qj 
Yj = [ ( l - ^ h -义。-qjJ^j [ (1-Ah -义。 ]， 6 尺*(人)， （5.20) 
(J)) =[-( l -X)RJ [a, - (1 一 X)rj\ for j t K\X) U L\X). (5.21) 
From (5.7)，we obtain 
I 




义0= 丄 （ 1 - 义 ( 5 . 2 2 ) 
l^eL'iX) ) V /el*(A) � 
‘ Thus, from (5.19), 
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/ \-1 / \ 
…=丄（1 一义y)— ； ^ 丄 （ i _ 义 ， 
qj \IeL\X) j V leL'W 
/ � -1 � f 
/ / ) = 丄； ^ 丄 义 - ( 1 - 义 ） X - - 0 Z 丄 ， J ^ L\X). (5.23) 
^ j \IbL\X) y [_ [jeL* (又)g! leL\X) ) 
By (5.20), 
/ \-1 / \ 
=(1-^ )0- Z 丄(i-A)X , 
/ \-i / / \ \ 
Yj= 丄 义 - ( l - A ) X ^ - r , X 丄 , J �( 5 . 2 4 ) 
By (5.21)， 
/ \ - 1 f \ 
) leL* (又、qI ) 
/• N - 1 / c \ \ 
冷广 Z 丄 （ 1 - 义 ） S - - 0 Z 丄一义 J^L\X)kjK\X).{S25) 
\leL'{A) ) �/eI•⑷仏 /eL'(A) j ^ 
By (5.3) and (5.4), it is clear that jli,, /j and 办 are all nonnegative. Thus, y and 
Xj as given by (5.16) and (5.17)，respectively, satisfy all the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
(5.7)-(5.15). 
Since P O i � is a convex programming problem, the Kuhn-Tucker 
conditions become necessary and sufficient for optimality and therefore the solution 
given by (5.16) and (5.17) or equivalently, (5.5) and (5.6), which has been shown to 
> satisfy all the conditions, is optimal. This completes the proof. • 
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From Theorem 5.1, it is clear that if one can correctly determine the set 
K {X) and L {%) which satisfy (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4), then the optimal solutiony and 
x*j can be found. However, it is possible that we can determine the set K*(X) and 
L*{X) which satisfy (5.3) and (5.4) but do not satisfy (5.2) for some cases (since 
condition (5.2) is independent of (5.3) and (5.4)). Therefore for some values of 入 e 
(0,1), we cannot find an optimal solution by Theorem 5.1. In the following, we will 
concentrate to this special case. 
Denote by K*(X) the set of assets to be invested at the investment limit (i.e. xj 
=bp for all je K*{X)), L*{X) the set of assets to be invested such that Xjqj =少，for j 
G L*(X), and S\X) the set of assets to be invested such that 0<Xj < b�and 
Xjqj <yJorjeS\X). 
Theorem 5.2 For a given X G (0,1)，if the assets can be divided into the sets K*(X), 
L*(X) and S*(A), where 
(i) ForjeK*W, 
b j q j < y \ (5.26) 
(ii) For ie K\JI) u se S*(A) andj0 K*(X) u L*(X) u S.O), 
n >fs> 0 ‘ (5.27) 
(iii) forjeS*(A), 
f \ / \ 
X ^ - 0 I ] 丄 M " ， (5.28) 
and 
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y {X)\K*{X) J 丄一乂 
(iv) fori,j eS*(X), 
n = rj. (5.30) 
For any X e (0,1), an optimal solution to POi(入)is given by 
• ' bj, JeK\X\ 
j e L \ Z l (5.31) 
q� 
0， j 在 L* (A) u S* {X), --
Z x : = M � - Y A - I — + (5.32) 
peK*{X) leL\X) m 
/ = b丨丨丨q„丨, (5.33) 
where m eK*(X)n L*(X). 
Proof. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions that an optimal solution (x, y) must satisfy are 
given in (5.7) - (5.15). Define L\X)= {j : jUj> 0 }and K\X) = {广乃> 0 }. It follows 
from (5.10) and (5.11) that 
I 
xj = 0, i f j K \ X ) U L \ X ) , 
0 < X j < ^ , if ; E S\X\ 
BJQJ = y , i f ; e K \ X ) n L \ X ) . (5.34) 
(These are conjectures, but we shall show in the following that it is in fact correct in 
‘ terms of satisfying the Kuhn-Tucker conditions). Then, it follows from (5.10) and 
(5.11) that 
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Xj = —, if jeL\X), 
Xj = bj, if j G K*{X). 
From (5.9), we have 
Y A - I — ^ l l K - (5.35) 





0， j ^ L \ X ) y j K \ X ) K j S \ X ) . 
From (5.10)，it follows that if xjqj * _y，then juj = 0. Thus jjj = 0, V/ 茫 L*QC). 
From (5.11)，it follows that ifx,本 bj, then jj = 0. Thus jj = 0，V;运 K\X). From 
(5.12), it follows that i f x j > 0，then = 0. Thus = 0, V; e K\X) U L\X) U S\X). 
Let s e S*{X), from (5.8)，it is clear that . 
/ io=( l -X)rj， for j e S\X) (5.37) 
I 
… =丄 [ ( 1 - A ) r - r j j o r y G L \X) \K\X\ (5.38) 
q � 
JUj =丄[(1 一 - r ^ ) - r X for； g L\X) n K \ X )， （5 .39) q� 
Yj = (1 一 义h -义0 = (1 -义)(0 一厂丄如J e 尤 * A 从 (5.40) 
, 小】=义0 - (1 - = (1 - 一 0)，for j 茫 u L\X). (5.41) 
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From (5.37), it is clear that condition (5.30) must be hold. Further, by (5.27), 
jUj, Yj and 於 are all nonnegative except for j e K*(X) n L*{X). 
From (5.7), (5.38) and (5.39), it follows that 
义 = Z ( i - A ) ( � - 0 一 z � 
Z 二 Z (l-^Xn-rJ ,1， 
msK*{Z)nL*(Z) ^m leL*{A) 
I ^ = I -]-4 I -ll-^- - (5.42) 
meK*(A)nL*(A.) Qm |_V/eL*(A) j \leL*{X) <ll )_ 
Let 
YJ = ( 1 - — rJ + QJC,， for； E K\X) N L\X). (5.43) 
Then 
/ \ 
Y^ej =(1-A) X ^ ^ - A . (5.44) 
JeK*{X)nL*iA) \ieL*{X)\K*iJl) Qi � 
By (5.32), we can assign a negative value to all e�,j e L*{X)nK*(X), i.e., 
‘ e �= - C J , for j G L\X) n K\X\ (5.45) 
where Q > 0. 
From (5.39)，(5.43) and (5.45), for j e L\X) n K \X\ 
l^ j = — [ { l -义X �一 )一 ( 1 一 - r ^ ) - q j e j ] ， 
, Mj=-ej>0. 
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By (5.27) and (5.28), it is clear that we can assign a non-negative value to yy， 
forj eL\X)nK\Xl i.e., 
> 0 , f o T j e L \ X ) N K \ X ) . 
Therefore, 乃 and ^^  are all nonnegative except for all j= 1 , 2 , T h u s , 
y and Xj as given by (5.34)，(5.35) and (5.36), satisfy all the Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
(5.7) - (5.15). Therefore, the solution given by (5.34)，(5.35) and (5.36) or 
equivalently, (5.31), (5.32) and (5.33) is optimal. This completes the proof. • 
Remark 5.1 There is a big different between Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2. For 
some assets that we select to invest, the amount of investment does not reach both 
the investment limit and the portfolio risk level O)力〈少).Namely, if we have 
more fund, we can increase the amount of investment of that asset without changing 
the optimal sets of L*{X) and K\X), and the optimal portfolio r i s k / . 
Remark 5.2 By Theorem 5.2, it is very clear that the assets with higher expected 
returns should be considered to be invested first (see (5.27)). Actually, Theorem 5.1 
also suggests this, i.e.，from (5.5) and (5.6), it is clear that the asset with higher 
expected return is always considered first. To be specify, assume i e K\X) u L*(k), 
j € K*{X) u L\X) and rj > n, then by (5.5) we have 
/ \ / \ / \ / \ 
S 扑。Z + < Z 斗。2：斗 A. 
\ l e L \ ; i ) Hi ； \ l e L \ X ) <ll ； 、/日广⑷^ ； \ l e L \ X ) ； 丄 一 乂 
However, this is contradictory to (5.6)，i.e., 
f \ f \ 
, I ^ -rj X 丄 > 丄 . 
W'W J [/eL'W <ll J 1 一义 
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Therefore, Theorem 5.1 also suggests that the assets with higher expected return are 
always considered first. 
Remark 5.3 In Theorem 5.1，if where E ^ + o o , for all j e [1,2，...，《] (this 
is the case when there is no investment limit for all assets), by (5.18), K\X) must be 
an empty set. Then the optimal solution given by Theorem 5.1 becomes 
•• r / \-i 
从0 • 1 • ”"、 
I广 <ij W^qi J 
、 0， 
/ N-1 
/=M, 2 ： 丄 ， 
where all integer j G L'^(X) must satisfy (5.5), and al integer j 茫 L*(2) must satisfy 
(5.6). This result is similar to the result found by Cai, Teo, Yang and Zhou [2]. 
In Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, the conditions of the optimal solution to 
POi(A.) are found. However, it is still too difficult to determine the optimal solution 
y and x j. In the following, we present some rules, based on Theorems. 1 and 
Theorem 5.2 that can help us to determine the optimal solution;/ and x*j. 
i 
Corollary 5.1 If any p e K*(X) and le L*(A), where K*(A) and L\X) are the sets 
specified in Theorem 5.1 or Theorem 5.2, then b^q^ < b,qi. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, =bp and x]q, = 
Thus x;qp = bpqp < y (since x ^ q �< y，V;), 
� t>pqp 
bpqp ^ b丨 qi (since x �< bj, V/'). • 
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Corollary 5.2 Define K(X) u L(X) = { n, k}, where integer ke [1, n] and K(A,) n 
L(Ji) = (j). For any integer i e L(X) andjeK(X) \J L(Z) such that 
(5.46) 
yieL (A) y \leL (A) J ^ 
and for any integer j 0 K(X) u L(X) such that 
fz^UjzfVr^^ (5.47) 
we have _ 
/ \ / \ 
Z - -rj 丄 W ^ ， ^J^K'W uVW, (5.48) 
\l^L\X) qi J \leL\X) qi ； l - Z 
and 
/ \ / \ 
Z - Z ! 丄 > 7 ^ , uL'(X), (5.49) 
where K'(X) = K(X) u {i}andL '(X) = L(X) \ {i}. 
Proof. By (5.46), for any integer i gL(X)’ 
i 
A ^ 工 斗 ^ 丄 、 
上—Z V/ei (A) Ql 7 yieL wQl j 
JeL iX) Qi Qi J yieL (A) Ql Qi q! J 
( \ ( , \ / N 
V • 1 1 W 尸/-h 
= 2 . n 2 . + - -
w ) (A) ) V qr j 
X 
f 。彳 f 1彳 
^ Z ~ z — (since ri>rk) 
\lsL\X) Ql ； yieL'W Ql 
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/ \ / \ 
y 1 
^ S ~ Z ~ (since 
vei'(^) qi y �/er(;i) qi j 
where j e K(X) u LQC). By (5.47), for any integer j 运 K{X) u L(k\ 
2 f \ ( 1 � 丄 < 丄 
1一义 ^leL(A) j V/€iW , 
二 斗 4 I：丄-丄+丄） 
V/eL (；1) ；^ J \leL (A) Qi Qi ) 
\leL (A) J yisL (A) Qi ) V 仏 J 
< \ / ^ \ 
^ Z ~ S — (since < Vj).-
[jeLWg! J �/ei.⑷仏 
The following is an algorithm for solving the problem POi(A.), which is 
derived based on Theorem 5.1，Theorem 5.2, Corollary 5.2 and Corollary 5.3. 
Algorithm for Solving problem POi(X) 
StepO: define sets K(X) and L(X), where 
、 ， Je^ w, 
� — , JeLW, 
q j 
� 0， j ^ L { X ) y j K 
then set K{X) = (j) and L(X)=伞. 
Stepl: (i) search an integer k e [ 0 , n - 2], such that 
/ � / \ 
Z 亡 Z 一 (5.50) 
) 乂 j 对 卜 k q � ） i 一 Z 
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and 
/ \ / \ 
T f " “ - 1 Z - > 7 ^ - (5.51) 
乂j=n-k q j � \J=n-k qj J 
Setl(X) = [n-/c,n-k+ 1, .",«]. 
(ii) if conditions (5.50) and (5.51) are not satisfied by any A: G [0，n - 2], 
then setZ,(A,) = [1，2，...，《]，go to Step5(iv). 
(iii) set integer m = k. 
/ \f \ - i ‘ 
Step2: put ；;= Mo - Y, ~ ，肌d 
V peA： (A) j 
bj, J^K (A), 
q � 
0， (A). 
Step3: (i) search an integer k e L{X) such that 
冉 、 ( 5 . 5 2 ) 
(ii) if bj^ qj^  > j ’ then go to Step6, else continue. 
(iii) put = KiX) u { ^ }and L\X) = L{X)\{k}, 
put K(k) = fC{X) and L(k) = L\X). 
(iv) if integer m satisfies 
f \ f \ 
Z ^ 一广一I Z - > 7 ^ , (5.53)， 
((5.53) is the same as (5.6)), then go to Step2, else go to Step4. 
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Step4: (i) put integer m = m + 1’ 
put r ( l ) = L(X) and L(X) = L\X) ^{n-m}, 
same as Step 2. 
(ii) search an integer k e K(X) such that 
h^k = ^^S-bj^j ) • (5.54) 
If b^q^ > y , then go to Step 7，else continue. 
(iii) ifm = « - 1, goto StepS, else go to Step3(iv). _..-
Steps： (i) define a set K\X\ where for any integer k e L{X) with 6众％ <y, 
(ii) if K\X) is empty, go to Step6, else continue. 
(ii) put K\X) = K(X) u fC\X) and L \X) = L{X) \ K:\X). 
(iii) K{X) = IC(X) and = L,(k). 
(iv) same as Step2. 
(V) repeat StepS. 
Step6: set K\X)= K{X) and L\X)= L(k\ and 
‘ b” jeK\X), 
if V 丫 1 
" j \ peK\Z) jyieL'iA.)^! J 
0, 
‘ / \ / \ - l 
M � I X Z 一 ‘ stop. 
V 八/el. (A)仏) 
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step?: set K\X)= K(X), L\X)= L \X) u{k}md S\X) = {n-m},and 
‘ b j , J^K'W, 
2 > : = m � - y a - E 、 ！ X ， 
y�bmq„’ 
where integer m e K*{X) n 广(X), stop. 
The description and explanation of each step in Algorithm 5.1 are shown in 
Table 5.1. Figure 5.1 shows the flowchart of Algorithm 5.1. 
5.5.2 Some Assets Are Riskless 
We now consider the case where there are riskless assets available for selection, i.e., 
there exist some assets such that 仏= 0 . Assume this riskless asset is S*�，namely 
仏。=0 and q �> 0 ， j � . 
To generalize the result in Section 5.2.1, we first assume that q * �= £ > 0 , 
where ^ is a sufficiently small number. We shall then obtain our result by letting 
Let us consider the following two cases. 
Case 1: The asset S��is not selected for investment. 
> In this case, it is obvious that the optimal solution for POi(X.) as given in 
Theorem 5.1 or Theorem 5.2 is unchanged. 
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Case 2: The asset S, is selected for investment. 
'0 
Letting the investment limit for S f�be 6,�and � = — 0+ , we have 
M / � = V = 0. (5.53) 
Thus, for j = io, (5.4) or (5.26) is always satisfied, so k must belong to K\X). 
Namely, when S � � i s selected for investment, the amount we invest to Sf�always 
equals to the investment limit S丨。. 
5.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we considered the portfolio optimization under minimax risk 
measure with investment limits and short selling being not allowed. Similar to 
Chapter 4, we applied the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions to solve the problem 
POi(A,) analytically. However, different from Chapter 4, we found that there exist 
two different types of optimal solution of POi(X), one given by Theorem 5.1, and 
the other given by Theorem 5.2. Fortunately, these two types of optimal solutions 
have similar properties, based on which, an algorithm is derived to solve the 
problem PO!(人).Similar to Chapter 4，the algorithm also suggested that we should 
consider the assets with higher expected returns to be invested first. Then we should 
decide the amount to be invested based on the risk level of the assets. 
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Fig. 5.1 Flowchart of Algorithm 5.1 
i step Oy n 
( Start ) 她 ： 
V J ForStep2* Step6* and step?*, 
\ I i please refer to Algorthm 5.1 
Put K(X)=^, L(X)=^. 
I Step 1: 
/ ^ I s there any i n t e r g e r \ , ^ ^ 
�f r o m 0 to n - 2 satisfying no  
(5.50) and (5.51)? 
. I ^ ^ ^ ^ 
yes 
1 ； 
Search an integer m such that it N、 _ M •？ NI 
satisfies (5.50) and (5.51). h i^n l � -n ’ z ” . . ’ n � . 
： ： ..•-
！ I 二 i 
Put L(X)=[n-m, n-m+^,..., n], 
‘...........................I  
• Step 2* 
Step 5: ” 
:Step 3: ” Put L{X) = L{X)IK'\X), 
i I Search an integer A： such that | Step 2* ^ K{X) = K{X)^ K\X). 
11 6 而 从 M T J I 
； ； / i s there a i X Put alU e 肌 
yes ；? " > - y e s > Step 6* � �丨 \ 众日以义）that ^ w h e r e < 
1 I n, \ b,q,<yy^ to A：''(A) 
no 
i V J ，� I .t 
I Put A:(A) = A:(A)u{A：},~ I 广 
I l{X) = m\{k}. I End J yes 
ITZTl I—.大-； 
I ~ no 1~<Qsm = n - ^ ： 
i “ 
no 
i...".... T  
step 4: 
m = m+1  
I 士 I � E : ) 
• 丨 no 
+ Search an integer A 
Step 2* • such that > ； ; ? \ - I - y e s - > Step 7*. 
切 从 ： 
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Table 5.1. Description and explanation of Algorithm 5.1 
Stepl (i) First ignore the investment limit of each asset (i.e. assume the 
investment limits of each asset is very large or trends to positive 
infinity). Then according to Theorem 5.1 we determine the set of 
assets that are to be invested and the set of assets that are not to be 
invested. However，there may exist some j e L{X) that the constraint 
(ii) The case when all the assets are selected to be invested is to be 
considered in Step 5. 
(iii) Integer m is an indicator when i < m then asset Sn-m is to be 
invested, otherwise it is selected not to be invested 
Step2 This step bases on equations (5.2) and (5.3) to calculate the values of;； 
and X, which will be used in the algorithm later. 
Step3 (i) In this step, we first find an integer k G L{X) which satisfies (5.52). 
(ii) In this step, we check weather Xk excesses its limit or not. If it does 
not excess, then no asset in the set LQC) excesses its limit. Therefore 
an optimal solution of POi(A,) is found. So, go to Step 6. If it 
excesses the limit, then the integer k should belong to the set K(X), 
which is done in Step (iii). 
(iii) In this step, just update the set L(X) and K(X). 
(iv) After the sets L{X) and K{X) are updated, in this step, we check 
weather the integer m+1 satisfies (5.6) or not. If it does, by 
Corollary 5.2, any integer jeK(X)^L{X) satisfies (5.5) and any 
integer j^K{X)KJL(X) satisfies (5.6). Therefore, according to 
Theorem 5.1, we do not need to change the sets L(X) and K{X), and 
, we go back to Step2. Otherwise, we need to modify the set LQC), 
which is done in Step4. 
(to be continued) 
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Step4 (i) In this step, the set L(k) is modified according to Theorem 5.1 and 
then update the value ofj^ and x. 
(ii) After the modification of the sets L(k) and K(X), in this step, we 
first find an integer k e K(X) which satisfies (5.54). Then we check 
if k satisfies (5.55), which is the special case we mentioned before. 
Therefore, we need to find the optimal solution according to 
Theorem 5.2, which is considered in Step 7. Otherwise, all 
conditions in Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. 
(iii) In this step, we check whether all assets are selected to be 
invested. If yes, we go to Step 5. Otherwise, we go to Step 3 to 
continue to search the optimal solution based on theorem 5.1. 
Step 5 Since all assets are selected to be invested, in this step, we just base on 
Theorem 5.1 to find out which asset would be invested to the 
investment limit and which one would not. 
Step 6 This step is used to determine the optimal solution of POi(入) 
according to Theorem 5.1. 
Step 7 This step is used to determine the optimal solution of POi(入) 





In this section, we will have two series of numerical experiments to evaluate the 
performance of the /«, model in different situations. First, we will compare the 
performance of the model with the classical mean-variance (h) model as well as 
the relevant market indices under the situation when short selling is allowed (for h 
model, short selling is also allowed). Second, we will compare the performance of 
the I CO model when short selling is allowed and short selling is not allowed. 
6.1 Data Analysis 
In our experiments, we used the real data from the Honk Kong Stock Market. The 
closing prices of stocks were collected from two databases for different periods. For 
the period January 1，1993 to December 31，1996, we collected the data from the 
financial database called PACAP, which is currently available in the Data Library 
Services managed by the Computer Services Center, the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong. For the period January 1,1998 to January 31, 2000, we collected the data from 
the database in the Financial Engineering Laboratory, Department of Systems 
Engineering and Engineering Management, the Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
As an example, Tables 6.1 and 6.2 give such data for Cheung Kong (Holding) Ltd. 
And China Light & Power Co. Ltd. (CLP), respectively. 
‘ In our experiments, we picked up totally seventy-five stocks in the market, 
among which thirty-six are blue-chips (three stocks are blue-chips for the period 
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January 1, 1993 to December 31, 1996，only four stocks are for the period January 
1,1998 to January 31, 2000 only and the remaining twenty-nine stocks are for both 
periods). The rest of them are the so-called red-chips (Hong Kong China Affiliated 
Corporations). The list of the companies we considered appears in Appendix A. 
Moreover, we picked up two indices, the Hong Kong Hang Seng Index (HSI) and 
the Hong Kong China Affiliated Corporations Index (HSCC) as the index of the 
market portfolio, which will be compared to the model and mean-variance model. 
On the other hand, we consider four different investment periods, namely, long term 
(one year), mid-term (half year) and short term (1 month and 1 week). Table 6.3 
shows the numbers of consecutive trading days for each investment period. 
Cheung ICode: 00011 C L P C o d e : 0 0 0 2 
Kong 
Date Closing Symbol Date Closing Symbol 
Price Price 
(HK$) (HK$)  
• * • • • • 
• • • • • • 
02/07/1999 ~ 72.5 02/07/1999 ~ 38.1 ~ 
05/07/1999— 74 05/07/1999 一 37.9 ~ p ; ’ i 9 
06/07/1999 — 72.25 06/07/1999— 38.2 ~ 
07/07/1999 ~ 71.75 07/07/1999 ~ 37.7 ~~pti7~ 
08/07/1999— 72 08/07/1999 37.8 
• • • • » • 
嚳 « • • • • 
19/07/1999— 68 ~ ^ ~ 19/07/1999— 37.1 ~ ^ ~ 
20/07/1999 — 70 ； ^ ~ 20/07/1999 37.3 ~ p ^ s ~ 
21/07/1999—68.75 p i } ~ 21/07/1999 ~ 37.1 p2~7~ 
22/07/1999 ~ 68 pi,6 22/07/1999 37 ~ ~ ^ ~ 
23/07/1999 ~ 66.25 ^ ~ 23/07/1999 36.5 ~ p 2 ’ 5 
26/07/1999 ~ 65.25 p ~ 4 ~ 26/07/1999 36 p2’4 
27/07/1999 —67.25 ~ ^ ~ 27/07/1999 — 35.6 p2,3 
28/07/1999— 68 ~ ~ ~ 28/07/1999 _ 35.4 p2’2 
29/07/1999 ~ 67.75 ~ ^ ~ 29/07/1999— 35.4 “ ~ 
30/07/1999 一 68 " " ” L P ~ 30/07/1999 — 35.2 — L P 
• • • • • 會 
• • • * • • 
Table 6.1: Data for Cheung Kong Table 6.2: Data for China Light & 
, (Holdings) Ltd.. Power Co., Ltd.. 
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T r-T , Investment „ , , Number of consecutive Type of Investment „ . , Symbol , . , 
Penod ； working days 
Short Term One Week Iw 5 
Short Term One Month Im 21 
Mid Term Half Year 6m 124 
Long Term One Year ly 247 
Table 6.3: Trading days during each investment period 
We used the historical data for the relevant stocks to estimate the parameters 
Vi and qi. Specifically, we use the return rates of the 100 trading days prior to the 
investment day (i.e., the day when we invest, which is shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2) 
to estimate them. Let Ry be the 产 past return rate of stock and T be the number of 
the trading days in the investment period. Then 
j ^ ^ ^ P u - P i j ^ T ^ 风 2，...，100, 
PiJ+T 
where pij is the closing price of stock i on the 广 trading day before the investment 
day. 
For example, for the investment day July 2，1999 and the investment period 
I 
one month (namely, 7=21), using the data in Table 1 we can calculate 





The calculations are similar for other investment periods. For the two indices 
(HSI and HSCC), which represent the market portfolios, we assume that there are 
7 4 
two assets whose prices are equal to the two indices. Then we use the same method 
as above to estimate the rates of return for the two indices. 
The expected rate of return of stock i is calculated by 
广 兄 . 
_ U 
, and the expected risk Woo of stock i is calculated by 
qi = . 
100 
.一 
The covariance, COV{ru rj), used in the mean-variance model is calculated 
by 
� ^ . 
6.2 Experiment Description and Discussion 
6.2.1 Short-Selling is Allowed 
In this section, we assume that the amount of initial fund MQ = 1. Moreover, we will 
I 
use the expected rate of return r of the portfolio as the parameter when we compare 
the loo model with the mean-variance model. In any case, we use the same expected 
rate of portfolio return in L model and mean-variance model. In our experiments we 
tested several different values for r for different types of investment (see Table 6.4). 
Therefore, our numerical experiments are for different investment periods, 
different expected rates of returns of portfolios and different stock sectors. For each 
experiment, we construct an actual return graph to illustrate the outcome (see 
Appendix B). The horizontal axis of such a graph represents the investment days, 
7 5 
and the vertical axis represents the actual rate of return of the corresponding 
portfolio on an investment day. In our experiments, we took different starting dates 
for different investment types (see Table 6.5 for detail), then we computed the actual 
return graph over 100 days starting from these dates. For example, consider the 
experiment with the investment period being one month. Then, on July 12,1999, we 
buy stocks according to the optimal portfolio under /«, and then sell all the stocks 
exactly after 1 month (21 consecutive trading days). Then we calculate the actual 
return rate of this portfolio (since from the database, we knew the actual prices of 
the stocks in the portfolio on the buying day and the selling day, respectively). This 
actual return rate gives a point (corresponding to the day July 12，1999) of the actual 
return graph. We perform the same calculation for a hundred times starting from 
July 12,1999 to Dec 1，1999. Then a curve is plotted to represent the actual return 
rates corresponding to the investment over the 100 days. For the h model and the 
two indices, curves can be drawn in the similar way. Then they are put into the same 
graph for easy comparison. 
The graphical results are reported in Appendix B. 
It can be observed from those graphs that, in most cases, the portfolio 
derived using the /«, risk model led less fluctuation as compared to those derived 
using the mean-variance model. Moreover, when the loo risk model is compared to 
the market portfolios (HSI for Blue Chips and HSCC for Red-Chips), we found that 
the trend of the L risk model is close to the market portfolio. However, when we 
compare the portfolio derived using the mean-variance model to the market 
‘ portfolio, we cannot find the result as we mentioned before, namely, even when the 
market was going up, the results from the mean-variance model can be going down. 
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Type of Investment r of the portfolio used 
Iw 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6% and 0.8% 
Im 1%, 2%, 3% and 4% 
6m 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% 
ly 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% 
Table 6.4: Expected rate of return of the portfolio used 
in different types of investments. 
Type of Investment Period of Investment day - -
Jw Feb. 2,1999 to Dec. 22，1999 
Im July 12, 1999 to Dec. 1,1999 
6m Feb. 5,1999 to July 6,1999 
ly Aug 8,1994 to Dec. 30,1994 
Table 6.5: Period of Investment day for different 
investment type. 
6.2.2 Comparison Between the cases With and Without Shorting 
Similar to Section 6.2.1, in this section, we assume that MQ = 1. The experiments 
will consider different situations, such as different investment periods, different 
expected rates of returns of portfolios and different stock sectors (for details see 
Table 6.6). Same as Section 6.2.1, for each experiment, a curve is plotted to 
represent the actual return rates corresponding to the investments over the 100 days. 
In each graph, we will compare the performance of the same model with and 
, without shorting, and the market portfolio. The graphical results are reported in 
Appendix C. 
7 7 
Investment Stock Type Expected Return 
Period 
Iw Blue Chips/ 0.2%, 0.4%and 
Red Chips 0.6% 
Im Blue Chips / 1%, 2% and 3% 
Red Chips 
6m Blue Chips / 5 % , 10% and 15% 
Red Chips  
ly Blue Chips 10%, 20% and 
•• 30o/o 
Table 6.6. Summary of experiment taken 
From the graphs, Fig.Cl to Fig.C6, there are two observations we found. 
Firstly, it can be observed that, in many cases, performances of model when short 
selling is allowed and when short selling is not allowed are identical. Namely, in 
many cases, the model generates the same portfolio no matter short selling is 
allowed or not allowed. Secondly, it has more differences between the performances 
with shorting and without shorting when the expected return rate is higher. Actually, 
these results are consistent to the observation in Chapter 4. In Section 4.1，Remark 
4.4, we had pointed out that the portfolio risk is the minimum when we invest to all 
assets. Thus, in the situation when short selling is allowed, if the expected return rate 
is low, it is suggested to invest to all assets to minimize the risk. On the other hand, 
we can short the assets whose past performance is poor, when we expect a higher 
return. 
In Fig.C7, we cannot observe the similar phenomenon mentioned above. 
Actually, in the period Sept. 10，1998 to July 6, 1999 (the period that we used to 
estimate those parameters), the performance of Red-Chips was very poor. Therefore, 
� in those experiments, the model with shorting suggested to short half of those 
stocks to achieve the expected return required. For the model without shorting, it 
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suggested just to invest to a little number of stocks with a high-expected return rate. 
Therefore there is a great different between the model with shorting and without 
shorting in this period. 
6.3 Chapter Summary 
In this section, we have performed two series of numerical experiments using the 
data collected from the Hong Kong Stock Market. First, we compared the 
performance of the /<» model with the classical mean-variance ( / �m o d e l and the 
relevant market indices under the situation when short selling is allowed. We found 
that loo model fluctuates less than the mean-variance model, and the trend of loo 
model is closer to the market when compared to the mean-variance model. In the 
second series of experiments, we found that according to the loo model, it is 
suggested to invest instead of short to minimize the risk. Moreover, when the market 
is good, the portfolio performance of the U model with and without shorting are 
very close or even identical. However, there can be a large difference between the 






In this thesis, the portfolio optimization under minimax risk measure model with 
constraints has been explored. Firstly, we explored the L model with shorting. A 
scheme has been derived, which can generate the optimal investment strategy for the 
problem analytically. This was achieved by applying the Kuhn-Ticker optimality 
conditions. We have also shown how the whole efficient frontier of the minimax risk 
optimization problem with shorting can be traced out analytically. 
Secondly, the L model with investment limit has been investigated. 
Accordingly, an upper bound on the amount of funding that can be invested to each 
assets is imposed in the portfolio optimization problem. Base on the Kuhn-Tucker 
optimality conditions, some properties of the optimal solution of the problem have 
been found analytically. Based on these properties, an algorithm was derived. 
Finally, two series of numerical studies have been carried out. One of the 
series is used to evaluate the performance of the model, the other is to find the 
differences between the cases with and without shorting for the I � model. In those 
experiments, all parameters were estimated based on the data from the Hong Kong 
Stock Market. Various scenarios have been tested in both series, including short-
term, mid-term and long-term investment, different types of stocks, and different 
expected returns of the portfolios. The numerical results derived from the 
% 
experiments demonstrate that the L model, in general，fluctuate less than the mean-
variance model and is closer to the market. Moreover, it is found that when the 
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market is good, the L model with or without shorting will generate very close or 
even identical investment strategies. However, when the market is poor, the 
portfolios will be totally different. 
The optimal portfolios for the U model, no matter it is without shorting, with 
shorting or with investment limit are very similar. Based on some simple rules 
according to the expected return of each asset, one first determines weather an asset 
should be invested (or shorted) or not, then decides the amount to be invested (or 
shorted) according to the risk and other limit. Also in the whole process of finding 
the optimal solutions, no correlation between assets are involved. Without directly 
involve the correlation between stocks, compare to mean-variance model and mean-
absolute model, it is easier and takes less time to trace out the efficient frontier 
(analytically or numerically). 
In this thesis, the portfolio optimization problem under the L risk measure 
has been extended to the cases when short selling is allowed and when there is an 
investment limit for each asset (an upper bound on the amount of the funding that 
can be allocated to each assets). The other extensions of the L model include 
considerations of a transaction cost for each asset invested, shorting limit for each 
asset (an negative lower bound on the amount that can be shorted for each asset), 




List of Companies 
Table A.1 List of Companies Included in the Numerical Analysis (Blue Chips) 
Code Name Category Remarks 
1 0001 .HK Cheung Kong (Holding) Ltd. Blue-chip 
2 0002.HK CLP Holding Blue-chip 
3 0003.HK HK & China Gas Blue-chip 
4 0004.HK Wharf Holding Blue-chip 
5 0005.HK HSBC Holding Blue-chip 
6 0006.HK HK Electric Blue-chip .- . -
70008.HK CWHKT Blue-chip 
80010.HK Hang Lung Dev. Blue-chip 
90011 .HK Hang Seng Bank Blue-chip 
10 001 2.HK Henderson Land Blue-chip 
11 0013.HK Hutchison Blue-chip 
12 0014.HK Hysan Dev Blue-chip 
13 0016.HK SHKPPT Blue-chip 
14 0017.HK New World Dev Blue-chip 
15 001 9.HK Swire Pacific A Blue-chip 
16 0020.HK Wheelock Blue-chip 
17 0023.HK Bank of East Asia Blue-chip 
18 0041.HK Great Eagle E Blue-chip 
19 0044.HK Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Co. Ltd Blue-chip for period 93 to 95 
20 0045.HK HK&S Hotels Blue-chip 
21 0054.HK Hopewell Hold. Blue-chip 
22 0069.HK Shangri-La Asia Blue-chip for period 98 to 00 
23 0071.HK Miramar Hotel & Investment Co. Ltd. Blue-chip for period 93 to 95 
24 0083.HK Sino Land Blue-chip 
25 0097.HK Henderson Inv Blue-chip 
26 0101 .HK Amoy Properties Blue-chip 
27 0142.HK First Pacific Blue-chip 
28 0242.HK Shun Tal< Holdings Ltd. Blue .. chip for period 93 to 96 
29 0267.HK Citic Pacific Blue-chip 
30 0270.HK GuangDong Iny Blue-chip 
31 0291.HK China Resources Blue-chip 
32 0293.HK Cathay Pacific Air Blue-chip 
33 0363.HK ShangGhai Ind H Blue-chip for period 98 to 00 
34 0511 .HK TVB Blue-chip 
35 0941.HK China Telecom Blue-chip for period 98 to 00 
36 1038.HK CKI Holding Blue-chip for period 98 to 00 
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Table A.2 List of Companies Included in the Numerical Analysis (Red Chips) 
[code iName | Category Remarks 
0031.HK China Aerospace Red-chip 
0119. HK Continental Mar. Red-chip 
0123.HK Guangzhou Inv. R e d - c h i p “ 
0124.HK Guangdong Brew. R e d - c h i p ” 
~41 0135.HK CNPC(Hong Kong) Red-chip 
0144. H K China Mer. Holdings Red-chip 
~ 4 3 0152.HK Shenzhen Int'l Red-chip 
~ 4 4 0165.HK China EB Ltd. Red-chip 
~ 4 5 0183.HK Citic Ka Wah Bank Red-chip — 
~ 4 6 0190.HK HK Construction Red-chip 
~ 4 7 0203.HK Denway Inv. Red-chip 
~ 4 8 0222. H K Min Xin Holdings R e d - c h i p ~ 
~ 4 9 0230.HK ONFEM Holdings Red-chip 
50 0256.HK China EB Tech. Red-chip 
I T 0257.HK China EB Int'l Red-chip 
0263.HK Poly. Inv. Holdings Red-chip 
" 3 3 0268.HK Top Glory Int'l Red-chip 
0308.HK China Travel HK Red-chip 
55 0318.HK Ng Fung Hong Red-chip — 
56 0349.HK Union Bank R e d - c h i p ~ 
57 0392.HK Beijing Ent. Red-chip  
0409.HK Stone Electron Red-chip 
0418.HK Founder (HK) R e d - c h i p ~ 
~ 6 0 0506.HK China Foods Red-chip 
~6T 0517.HK Cosco Int'l Holdings Red-chip 
~62 0521.HK Shougang Tech. Red-chip“ 
~^0535.HK Hing Kong Holdings Red-chip“ 
0560.HK Chu Kong Shipping Red-chip 
~ 6 5 0604.HK Shum Yip Inv. Red-chip 
0688.HK China Overseas R e d - c h i p ~ 
67 0697.HK Shougang Int'l Red-chip 
M82>nr" Tianjin Dev. — Red-chip ~ 
69 0992.HK Legend Holdings Red-chip  
"To 1052. HK GZI Transport Red-chip 
~TT 1093.HK China Pharma R e d - c h i p • 
" 7 2 1109.HK Chi Res. Beijimg Red-chip 
" 7 3 1185. HK Casil Telecom Red-chip 
~ 7 4 1199.HK Cosco Pacific Red-chip 




Graphical Result of Section 6.2.1 
Fig.B.1: Blue-Chips Investment Period: 1 Week  
Blue-Chips, expected return = 0.2% 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 0.4% 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 0.6% 
investment period:1 Week 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 0.8% 
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Fig B.2; Blue-Chips Investment Period: 1 Month  
Blue-Chips, expected return = 1% 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 2% 
Investment Period: 1 Month 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 3% 
Investment Period: 1 Month 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 4% 
Investment Period: 1 Month 
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Fig B.3: Blue-Chips Investment Period:6 Months  
Blue-Chips, expected return = 5% 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 10% 
Investment Period: 6 Months 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 15% 
Investment Period: 6 Months 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 20% 
Investment Period: 6 Months 
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Fig B.3: Blue-Chips Investment Period:6 Months 
Blue Chips , expected return = 10% 
Investment Period: 1 year 
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Blue Chips , expected return = 20% 
Investment Period: 1 year 
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Blue Chips，expected return = 30% 
Investment Period: 1 year 
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Blue Chips , expected return = 40% 
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Fig B.5: Red-Chips Investment Period: 1 week  
Red-Chips, expected return =0.2% 
Investment Period: 1 Week 
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Red-Chips, expected return =0.4% 
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Red-Chips, expected return =0.6% 
Investment Period: 1 Week 
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Red-Chips, expected return =0.8% 
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Fig B.3: Blue-Chips Investment Period:6 Months  
Red-Chips, Expected Return = 1% 
Investment Period: 1 month 
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Red-Chips, Expected Return = 2% 
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Red-Chips, Expected Return = 3% 
Investment Period: 1 month 
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Red-Chips, Expected Return = 4% 
Investment Period: 1 month 
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Fig B,7: Red-Chips Investment Period: 6 Month  
Red-Chips, expected retum=5% 
Investment Period: 6 Months 
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Fig B.7a 
Red-Chips, expected retum=5% 
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Red-Chips, expected retum=5% 
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Red-Chips, expected return=5% 
Investment Period: 6 Months 
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Graphical Result of Section 6.2.2 
Fig C.1: Blue-Chips, Investment Period: 1 week 
Blue-Chips, expected return = 0.2% 
Investment Period: 1 Week, l-infinity 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 0.4% 
Investment Period: 1 Week l-infinity 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 0.6% 
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Fig C.2: Blue-Chips, Investment Period: 1 month  
Blue-Chips, ecpected return =1% 
Investment Period: 1 Month, l-infinity 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 30% 
Investment Period: 1 year, l-infinity 
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Fig C.3: Blue-Chips, Investment Period: 6 months  
Blue-Chips, Expected return = 5% 
Investment period: 6 months, l-infinity 
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Blue-Chips, Expected return = 10% 
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Blue-Chips, Expected return =15% 
Investment period: 6 months, Nnfinity 
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Fig C.2: Blue-Chips, Investment Period: 1 month  
Blue-Chips, expected return = 10% 
Investment Period: 1 year, l-infinity 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 20% 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 30% 
Investment Period: 1 year, l-infinity 
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Fig C.2: Blue-Chips, Investment Period: 1 month  
Red-Chips, expected return =0.2% 
Invesment Period: 1 week, l-infinity 
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Red-Chips, expected return =0.4% 
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Red-Chips, expected return =0.6% 
Invesment Period: 1 week, l-infinity 
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Fig C.2: Blue-Chips, Investment Period: 1 month  
Red-Chips, expected return = 1% 
Investment Period: 1 Month, l-infinity 
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Red-Chips, expected return = 2% 
Investment Period: 1 Month, l-infinity 
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Blue-Chips, expected return = 30% 
Investment Period: 1 year, l-infinity 
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Fig C.7: Red-Chips, Investment Period: 6 month . 
Red-Chips, expected retrun = 5% 
Investment period: 6 Months, l-infinity 
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Red-Chips, expected retrun = 15% 
Investment period: 6 Months, l-infinity 
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